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Laryngeal disorders may be caused by infection, stroke and injury from surgery or trauma.The condition can be extremely uncomfortable and, in extreme cases, life threatening.Symptoms include hoarseness, shortness of breath, pain in the throat and dangerous
aspiration of food and liquids. The discomfort, difficulties in coughing and changes in voice
quality can have a significant negative impact on quality of life.
To address the limitations of current surgical and non-surgical solutions, this research aims
to investigate new soft robotic solutions for treating severe laryngeal disorders such as vocal fold
paralysis, as well as to improve quality of life after surgery such as laryngectomy. This thesis
establishes a paradigm for future studies in the development of medical devices for respiratory
support and presents four main contributions:
Firstly, a respiratory simulator was designed and built to simulate human breathing and
coughing. This simulator provides a powerful platform to advance the development of novel
treatments, prostheses and therapies. The comparison between physiological values of breathing
and coughing and the values achieved utilising the respiratory simulator shows that the latter is
able to accurately reproduce peak flow rates and volumes.
Secondly, a novel assistive coughing device, CoughAid, was developed to mimic the function of
the glottis and trachea in the upper respiratory system. Experimental results show a significant
increase in peak cough flow rate and peak cough pressure among 33 control participants using
CoughAid. Preliminary results with a smaller cohort of post laryngectomy patients show improve-
ment in peak cough pressure using CoughAid. Applications of CoughAid include simulation of
vocal folds and respiratory conditions, and as a test-bed for the development of medical devices
for respiratory support.
Thirdly, the physiology of vocal folds was studied, which identified that the kinematics of vocal
folds and their associated cartilages are not well understood in the literature. A motor-controlled
mechanical model of the arytenoid cartilage was designed and built for the visualization of vocal
folds movement. Artificial vocal folds using soft material were fabricated for benchtop testing of
assist device prototypes without cadaver or animal models.
Lastly, soft fluid-driven actuators were investigated to provide a potential soft actuating
method in the human body. A bellows-shaped single balloon actuator was fabricated and tested in
a pig larynx to quantify forces that are required for vocal fold adduction. Novel bistable balloon
actuators were designed and prototyped which exploit the snap-through phenomenon. These
were experimentally characterised in pressurized chambers and demonstrated controllable and
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This thesis investigates the importance of vocal folds in the upper respiratory system, byconsidering two scenarios: vocal folds paralysis treatment and post-laryngectomy care,and exploring potential ways to improve current treatments by utilising soft robotics
technologies.
1.1 Research motivation
Vocal fold paralysis (VFP) (Figure 1.1, on the left) is a laryngeal disorder where one or both
sides of the vocal folds are immobilised. Possible causes could be surgical trauma, stroke, tumor,
infections or neurological disorders [27, 28, 29]. Patient who suffer from this condition typically
experience reduced voice quality, shortness in breath, chronic coughing and swallowing difficulties
that impact their quality of life. The most common type of vocal fold paralysis is unilateral vocal
fold paralysis (UVFP) [30]. Current treatments of UVFP include voice therapy, vocal fold injection,
medialization thyroplasty and nerve-reinnervation, among which medialization thyroplasty is the
most performed surgical procedure. This is done by pushing the paralysed vocal fold towards the
midline by the insertion of an implant made from a silicone elastomer such as silastic, Gore-Tex
or titanium. Limitations arise from this procedure include the static altering of the glottal gap,
therefore the resulting voice quality is still limited, and breathing difficulties that due to the
reduced airway.
Total laryngectomy (Figure 1.1, on the right) is a procedure that involves the removal of the
entire larynx and the upper tracheal cartilage rings [31]. It is indicated for the curative treatment
of laryngeal cancer where the tumour is considered to be too advanced for radiotherapy or partial
resection. Cancer Research UK statistics reported around 11,900 new cases of head and neck



















Figure 1.1: Illustration of thesis structure.
Although this type of cancer is considered to be rare, the after-care treatment still remains a
great concern for patients. In a study carried out by Ganly et al., 40% of patients developed
postoperative complications such as local complications, swallowing and airway problems etc [33].
The absence of the glottis in post-laryngectomy patients, and the direct exit of the trachea through
the stoma, causes reduced cough efficiency. This can have a serious impact on patients’ quality of
life, and inevitably increasing health care costs. Current cough argumentation methods generally
fall into three categories: Mechanical insufflation-exsufflation (MI-E) technique, Intermittent
positive-pressure breathing (IPPB) devices and manually assisted coughing (MAC). Although
these devices can effectively increase cough efficiency, they have limitations in immediate cough
relief and lack personalised control and portability. Additionally, most of the current devices are
used in primary care settings and there is consequently a large unmet need for cough assist
devices in secondary and at-home care.
To address these limitations, We conduct research in this thesis through two parallel routes:
firstly, our aim is to understand the problem from first principle, by studying the physiological
structure in upper respiratory airway, aiming to find new novel solutions; secondly, we explore
ways to make prototype devices that can directly address the limitations of current technologies.
We approach this by exploiting a mixture of conventional rigid robotics control and soft robotic
technologies. In Chapter 3: CoughAid and Chapter 4: Respiratory Simulator, where precision
control is needed, we used conventional rigid robotics methods. Subsequently, in Chapter 5:
Artificial vocal folds and Chapter 6: Bellows actuator, we utilise soft robotic technologies using
soft, compliant and biocompatible materials. The softness and shape-changing abilities of these
structures safely bridges the gap between robot and humans. In contract, the hard-soft interfacing
that results from the implantation of rigid materials often causes problems. In Chapter 7: Bistable
balloons, we explore a potential soft actuation method to address two of the important challenges
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facing soft robotics: the development of soft pumps and the improvement of actuation method.
Figure 1.2 shows a flow diagram of the development of the main chapters and Figure 1.3 shows
the simulators and devices developed in this research.
The user base for the proposed solution also includes stroke sufferers, where a loss of laryn-
gopharyngeal control results in difficulties in swallowing, vocalisation and coughing. Approxi-
mately 800,000 people per year (USA) have strokes and 23%-50% of these suffer dysphagia [34].
In addition, between 118,000 and 166,000 patients (USA pa) undergo thyroidectomy per year
with at least 4%experiencing laryngeal nerve injury [35]. Up to 10,000 further patients suffer
fold paralysis from idiopathic, traumatic and neoplastic causes. By extrapolation, these figures
equate to 45,000 potential users in the UK per annum. The per-patient post-thyroidectomy cost
is at least £2,000 pa [36] and the estimated cost to the NHS alone of treating the target group
is £90M p.a. Societal costs including loss of jobs and social lives means overall impact is even
greater.
The main aims of this thesis are as follows:
Main aims
1. Building a device that can help post-laryngectomy patients better clear their airways,
and investigate the importance of glottal closure in coughing.
2. Build a physical platform to model the mechanism of the respiration system, with a
focus on the upper respiratory tract.
3. Design a soft valve that can replicate the size and functionality of vocal folds.
4. Design and fabricate a fluidic elastomer actuator that addresses the current limitations
in treating unilateral vocal fold paralysis.
5. Propose and test a new bistable soft actuation method for implantation in living
organisms.
1.2 Thesis structure
This thesis contains 9 main chapters and 2 appendix chapters:
• Chapter 1 introduces the main aims and gives an overview of this thesis.
• Chapter 2 reviews the anatomy of larynx, the causes and treatment of vocal folds paralysis
and the use of soft robotic technologies in medical applications.
• Chapter 3 presents a novel assistive coughing device, CoughAid, that can improve cough
efficiency in people who have undergone laryngectomy.
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Figure 1.2: Thesis structure flow chart.
• Chapter 4 presents a computer-controlled respiratory simulator that can reproduce key
characteristic of human breathing and coughing.
• Chapter 5 describes preliminary analysis on a pneumatically actuated soft valve that was
designed and fabricated, inspired from the shape and function of vocal folds.
• Chapter 6 illustrates the design and fabrication of a pneumatically actuated bellow actuator
which can effectively close the vocal folds of a pig larynx.
• Chapter 7 proposes a novel bistable fluidic elastomer actuation method harnessing snap-
through instabilities in hyperelastic materials that allows distance control, using flat
condom membranes, latex balloons and catheters.
• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, identifies contributions and addresses future developments.
• Appendix A shows the design specifications of the respiratory simulator 1.0
4








































Figure 1.3: Simulators and devices developed in this thesis with regard to clinical relevance. A:
CoughAid (Chapter 3), B: Respiratory simulator (Chapter 4), C: Mechanical simulator of arytenoid
cartilage (Appendix B), D: Artifical vocal folds (Chapter 5), E: Bistable balloons actuator (Chapter
7), F: Bellows actuator (Chapter 6).
• Appendix B investigates the action of the arytenoid cartilages, the cartilages that are
directly involved in the movement of vocal folds, through the design and fabrication of a
mechanical simulator.
1.3 Publications arising from this research
[37] M. E. GIANNACCINI, K. YUE, J. GRAVESTON, M. BIRCHALL, A. CONN, AND J. ROSSITER,
Respiratory simulator for robotic respiratory tract treatments, in 2017 IEEE International Confer-












This chapter introduces the background and fundamental concepts that will be used throughout
this thesis. It will begin with the introduction of the morphological and physiological background
on the larynx, where we describe the nerves, muscles and cartilages that are involved to enabling
the functioning of vocal folds. We will then introduce vocal fold disorders with a focus on vocal
fold paralysis as the fundamental problem this thesis addresses. This will include pathology of
vocal folds paralysis, current treatments and prognosis, and the challenges faced that are yet to
be solved. Finally we discuss the development of medical implants over the past decades and how
soft robotics have been integrated to explore new ways of actuation in human body.
2.1 Larynx
The larynx, also commonly known as the voice box, is situated in the neck of amphibians, reptiles,
and mammals. It is critical for breathing, phonation, swallowing and coughing. It houses the
vocal cords (also called vocal folds), which are situated just below the point where the tract of the
pharynx splits into the trachea and the esophagus as can be seen in Figure 2.1. The vocal cords
adduct (close) and vibrate for speech and phonation, and abduct (open) when breathing. These
motions are regulated by nerves, of which the hierarchy is shown in Figure 2.5. The abduction and
adduction of the vocal cords are controlled via two branches of vagus nerve shown in Figure 2.4,
namely the recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) and the superior laryngeal nerve (SLN), and fulfilled
by the movement of 6 laryngeal cartilages and 5 intrinsic laryngeal muscles.
Laryngeal cartilages include 3 unpaired cartilages: epiglottis, thyroid cartilage, cricoid carti-
lage; and 3 paired cartilages: arytenoid cartilages, corniculate cartilages and cuneiform cartilages.
The shape of each cartilage is shown in Figure 2.2. The epiglottis is a leaf shaped plate of elastic
cartilage which is situated at the root of the tongue, with its end attaching to the back of the
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Figure 2.1: Structure of a larynx. Figure reproduced from [8].
thyroid cartilage. During swallowing, the epiglottis folds back to cover the larynx and prevent
aspiration [38]. The thyroid cartilage locates between epiglottis and cricoid cartilage. It is largely
encircles the vocal folds. The inferior surface of the thyroid cartilage articulats with the cricoid
cartilage. The criocoid cartilage has a complete ring shape, attaches to the inferior of the thyroid
cartilage and its ligaments at the inferior end attach to the first ring of the trachea. The superior
surface of the cricoid cartilage articulates with two arytenoid cartilages mounted on the cricoid
ring. The intrinsic laryngeal muscles consist of 5 muscles: posterior cricoarytenoid (PCA), lateral
cricoarytenoid (LCA), thyroarytenoid (TA), cricothyroid (CT) and interarytenoid (IA) muscle,
where IA contains transverse and oblique muscle components . PCA are paired muscles which
connect posterior cricoid cartilage to arytenoid cartilage. They are the only muscles responsible
for opening the vocal folds and achieve this by rotating the arytenoids laterally [39]. LCA connect
the lateral cricoid to the muscular process of the arytenoid, and close the vocal folds by rotating
the arytenoids medially. TA is a thin muscle that forms part of the vocal folds, which shortens
and relax the vocal folds by moving the arytenoids towards the thyroid cartilage. CT attach to the
lateral cricoid cartilage side. CT is the only muscle to aid phonation by elongation and tensioning
vocal folds [40, 39]. This is done by tilting the cricoid ring anterior. IA situates at the posterior
side of the arytenoids, and aids the adduction of vocal folds [41].
As illustrated in Figure 2.5, the RLN control all intrinsic muscles of the larynx except for
the CT, which is innervated by the SLN. The RLN carry sensory information from the mucous
membranes of the larynx below the lower surface of the vocal fold, and are responsible for
8
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Figure 2.2: The cartilages of the larynx. Posterior view. Figure reproduced from [9]
motor input to the vocal folds [42, 43], whereas the SLN carries sensory information from the
membranes of the larynx above the vocal folds.
2.2 Vocal Fold Paralysis
Vocal cord paralysis or paresis is the total or partial interruption of nerve impulse resulting
in no movement or weak movement of laryngeal muscles. The paralysis can be unilateral or
bilateral and may involve the abnormal function of RLN, SLN or both nerves [44]. Symptoms
of RLN paralysis are usually hoarseness in voices, throat pain, shortages of breath as well as
aspiration of food/drink,glottal insufficiency and changes in voice pitch. Symptoms from SLN
9
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Figure 2.3: Side, anterior and posterior views of the larynx, illustrating the positions of laryngeal
muscles. Figure reproduced from [9].
Position of vocal fold Distance from midline(mm) Diagnose
Median Midline RLN paralysis
Paramedian 1.5 RLN paralysis
Intermediate 3.5 RLN + SLN parlaysis
Gentle abduction 7.5 Paralysis of adductors
Full abduction 9 N/A
Table 2.1: Position of paralysed vocal folds from the midline.
paralysis are swallowing difficulties, chronic coughing, pain from vocal use and loss of voice in
high pitch ranges [45, 46, 47]. The left RLN is found to be more prone to paralysis because it has
a much longer course as compared to the right RLN as can be seen from Figure 2.4. A bilateral
paralysis will cause impaired air flow through vocal folds, result in breathing difficulties depends
on the position of pluralisation. Figure 2.6 shows a comparison between the movement of healthy
and paralysed vocal cords during respiration and phonation.
The paralysed vocal fold may be immobilized in various positions: median, paramedian (most
frequent position) or, less often, intermediate or lateral [44]. The distance of each positions to the
midline of vocal folds is tabulated in Table 2.1.
The most widely accepted theory, developed by Wagner and Grossman, states that in complete
paralysis of the recurrent laryngeal nerve the cord lies in the paramedian position because the
intact cricothyroid muscle adducts the cord. If the superior laryngeal nerve is also paralysed the
cord will assume an intermediate position because of the loss of adductive force [48].
The paralysed vocal cords may be flaccid but in most cases rigid, or become rigid over time,
because the muscle tension is maintained. The reason is believed to be an undirected regrowth of
the nerve from the site of the injury to the inner larynx muscles. This usually provides tension in
10
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Figure 2.5: Nerves controlling the motion of vocal folds. Dashed boxes show muscles for pitch
altering, and solid boxes show muscles for the opening and closing of vocal folds.
the muscles but does not lead to mobility of the vocal fold [49].
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Figure 2.6: Illustration diagram of Vocal fold paralysis. Image reproduced from [11].
2.2.1 Causes
Causes of vocal folds paralysis could be either iatrogenic (illness caused by medical examination
or treatment) or idiopathic (disease or condition which arises spontaneously or for which the
cause is unknown). Previous case studies show the most common iatrogenic etiology was surgical
trauma, others include non-laryngeal malignancy, stroke, external neck trauma and inflammation
or scarring at cartilage joints. Among surgical trauma, thyroid surgery was the most reported
cause [27, 28, 29].
2.2.2 Current Treatments
Depends on the causes of vocal fold paralysis, different treatments are used to treat the condition.
These include voice therapy, vocal folds injection, phonosurgery and nerve-muscle pedicle (NMP)
reinnervation. For bilateral vocal folds paralysis, if the vocal folds are paralysed at the midline
and airflow is obstructed, tracheostomy is required. We will briefly discuss the procedures and
identify challenges faced by each treatment in the following sections.
2.2.2.1 Voice therapy
The voice therapy is provided by speech and language therapists and aims to help patients
improve their speech by exercising laryngeal muscles or leaning ways to control breath and pitch
during speech. It could be the only treatment needed for some vocal fold paralysis cases as the
vocal folds can recover and resolve its functions over 6 months to one year; or it could be combined
with surgical procedures to help the patient improve speech after surgery.
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the vocal fold injection procedure, image reproduced from [12]
2.2.2.2 Vocal folds injection
Vocal fold injection (VFI) is a procedure intended to medialise the vocal folds. It could be temporary
or permanent and involves a deep injection of soft materials into the lateral thyroarytenoid or
lateral cricoarytenoid muscle using a laryngeal needle, which then pushes the vocal folds to
the middle and corrects for glottal insuffciency. This procedure, as shown in Figure 2.7 serves a
similar purpose to type 1 thyroplasty (medialisation thyroplasty), but is usually only feasible for
glottic gaps up to 3mm [50].
Materials used for temporary injection include hyaluronic acid (Restylane™, Hyalaform™,
Juvederm™), bovine-based collagen(Zyplast™), human based collagan (Cymetra™)), tissue en-
gineered human based collagen (Cosmoplast™, Cosmoderm™), bovin-based gelatin (Gelfoam™,
Surgifoam™) and sodium carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) (Radisse Voice gel™). Temporary injec-
tion could last 1-6 months, and is suitable for situations in which paralysis may be temporary,
with patients for whom an open operative procedure must be delayed, or in circumstances where
it is desirable to determine the effect of vocal cord injection prior to placement of non-absorbable
material.
Materials used for long-term vocal fold injection include silicone polymer polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) (Bioplastique™), autologous fascia, autologous fat, CaHA (calcium phosphorus in the form
of microspheres in a gel carrier) (Radiesse™), polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflo™). These materials
can lasts from 2-10 years although absorption could happen during the course, therefore over-
injection is generally required in the surgery.
One main advantage about vocal fold injection is that the procedure could be carried out in
office while patient remains awake at the whole time. This provide real-time feedback on the
13
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A B
Slilastic implant
Figure 2.8: Images of the medialization procedures. A: Thyroplasty, image reproduced from [13].
B: Arytenoid adduction, image reproduced from [14].
glottal closure during injection and thus provide promising prognosis results with the aid of voice
therapy.
2.2.2.3 Medialization Thyroplasty
Medialization thyroplasty (also known as type 1 thyroplasty) is the most performed procedure
for unilateral vocal fold paralysis. It involves inserting an implant via a rectangular window cut
on the thyroid cartilage, pushing the vocal folds towards midline. Materials used for implant
including silicones such as silastic (Montgomery Thyroplasty Implant system), pure titanium
(TVFMI system), hydroxyapatite (VoCoM system) and Gore-Tex (Gore-Tex Implant system). The
procedure is done under local anaesthesia [51]. Arytenoid adduction (AA) is usually carried out in
conjunction with type 1 thyroplasty, to provide further medialization of the posterior glottis. This
is done by permanently suturing the arytenoid cartilage to the thyroid cartilage, which rotates
the arytenoid and therefore closes the vocal folds [52]. Illustrations of the procedures are shown
in Figure 2.8.
The main advantages of medialization thyroplasty are that it is reversible if not achieving
desirable results and that the effect is long lasting.
2.2.2.4 Nerve-muscle pedicle flap implantation
Nerve-muscle pedicle (NMP) flap implantation is a nerve reinervation method that has shown
promising results. Some patient do not respond well to thyrolasty. This could be because VFI,
type 1 thyroplasty and AA all provide static medialization, such that the modified paralysed
vocal fold does not move. As a consequence, the thyroarytenoid (TA) muscle remains static during
14
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phonation, with no elongation and relaxation of vocal folds, and results in little contribution
to voice production and pitch tuning. To restore the function of TA, clinical trials have been
carried out using the NMP flap implantation method. In 1977, Tucker introduced the procedure
of implanting NMP flap on lateral TA muscle through the thyroid window and was further shown
to be effective by May et. al [53, 54]. Yumoto et al. implemented NMP flap implantation together
with AA and showed excellent restoration of vocal function [55]. Comparing type 1 thyroplasty
and NMP flap implatation methods, Paniello et al. concluded there is no significant difference,
while in a recent study [56], Kodama et al. have shown significant improvement of maximum
phonation time and regularity for vocal fold vibration, during over 12 months follow up period
after AA combined with the refined NMP, as compared to patients who have undertaken type 1
thyroplasty [57].
The main advantage of this method is that it can restore some mobility in the paralysed vocal
folds and therefore is now proposed as an alternative to the conventional type 1 thyroplasty and
injection methods.
2.2.3 Limitations of current treatments
In the previous sections we introduced current treatments for unilateral vocal folds paralysis and
some advantages in each of them. However, these treatments raise some common limitations.
First of all, the size of the conventional implants are fixed and they can be hard to fit optimally
on individual cases. In vocal fold injection procedures, although direct feedback can be provided
by patient phonation, over injection is usually required to prepare for the potential absorbtion of
the material. In type 1 thyroplasty, although Montgomery and VoCoM both offer implants with
varied sizes, it is still a challenge to achieve optimal alteration to the vocal fold position. Surgeons
also customise the size of the implant by trimming the implant with a scalpel during surgery, but
a more robust solution could be developed for more precise control of sizes of implants.
Secondly, most conventional surgical procedures only achieve static alteration of the position
of the paralysed vocal folds, although some vibration function has been restored with the new
nerve reinnervation method. But there is no movement in the lateral directions, and as such the
glottis opening is limited, and can only be controlled by one side of the vocal folds. This could
cause serious problems including difficulty in breathing.
Because of the challenges identified, we look into potential solutions that could aid the
problems, by utilising soft robotics technologies.
2.3 Soft robotics technologies in medical applications
Soft robotics is a growing field derived from conventional robotics. It takes inspiration from living
organisms for their fexible locomotion and ability to adapt to unpredictable surroundings, and
explores new ways to construct robotic devices that are made from soft, compliant materials [58].
15
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Figure 2.9: Examples of soft robots. Figure reprodecued from [15].
Some examples of soft robots are shown in Figure 2.9. The compliance and softness of soft
robots have enabled research into the field of smart materials, smart sensors, energy harvesting,
artificial muscles, smart actuators, soft transducers, soft matter computing and also medical
applications, where biocompatibility and softness are attaractive properties for patient-robot
interactions [59]. Figure 2.10 shows examples of the development in branches of soft robotics.
Among applications, medical technologies were advanced rapidly in the past decades, from
open surgery to minimally invasive procedures (MIS), and from rigid tools to soft, more biocom-
patitable tools. Rigid medical devices have limitations in terms of flexibility and manoeuvrability,
and are also at risk of causing damage or discomfort to human or animal tissue. This could
be solved utilising soft materials. One example is the development of flexible endoscopic arms,
equipped with multiple miniature tools on the tip, for the use in natural orifice transluminal
endoscopic surgery (NOTES) [60]. Wearable devices are also developed using pneumatic artifi-
cial muscles for rehabilitation and assisted living, such as walking assistance [61], ankle–foot
rehabilitation [62] and soft exosuits to assist human locomotion [63]. In-vivo devices have also
been made utilising soft materials. Examples include a heart sleeve that made from artificial
silicone muscles which uses compressed air to power, and can mimic the movements of the normal
human heart [64]; drug delivery by an ice-encapsulated origami robot, made from biodegradable
composite material sheets embedded with a drug layer, for delivery through the esophagus using
magnetic fields [65]; robotic implant for the lengthening of esophagus to treat long-gap esophageal
16
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Figure 2.10: Soft robotics, its core techniques and its applications.
atresia [66]; soft shape memory alloy (SMA) valves to treat urethral sphincters by controlling
the opening of urethra [67]; active catheters with embedded SMA actuation system [68] or by
micro-fluidic actuation (FEAs) system in multiple segments [69] to ease their insertion through
body, and many other applications utilising smart materials and structures.
However, soft medical devices have drawbacks. One main problem rises from the lack of
precise force and displacement control and sensing abilities, as well as low force exertion [70].
Some applications can also be limited due to material properties, for example electroactive
polymers (EAP) typically work under high voltage, which could be potantially dangerous for the
human body, and SMAs dissipate high levels of heat energy when actuated and therefore need
to be encapsulated. The portability of some of the mentioned medical devices is limited because
of the need for external power source such as compressed air [71]. The hyperelastic materials
used in many soft robotic devices display highly non-linear behaviours which can be difficult to
model analytically and computationally expensive to model numerically (e.g using Finite Element
Analysis, FEA), and the motion of the device may therefore be hard to predict [59, 15].
Nevertheless, the overall advantages exhibited in soft materials and soft robotics opens new
opportunities for surgical solutions. Main advantages of soft materials in medical applications
include often biocompatitable, they can be biodegradable, they have low cost and can be person-
alised using rapid prototyping. They can also achieve large shape change in a short period of
time with relatively small input force and can adapt to uneven surfaces.These characteristics
are much needed when approaching the challenges identified in this research; to investigate an
implant that can be personalised in size and shape, and which can be actively actuated to aid
17
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Table 2.2: Challenges addressing in each chapter.
vocal fold movement. As discussed in the previous section, the current implants used to treat
vocal fold paralysis are available in limited sizes and are static (they are non-actuating). A soft
robotic device could overcome these limitation: the shape changing property of soft structures
can be exploited to ensure the implant fits to the patient and operating conditions, and the
fluidic actuation methods that are widely used in soft robotics can be used to deliver a dynamic
implantable device which adjusts to the physiology and needs of the patient. Actuation is explored
in more detail in Chapter 6 and a new concept of bistable fluidic actuation is presented in Chapter
7. Bistable actuation can help to address the challenge of limited power supply capacity in medical
implants. More detailed challenges are discussed in each chapter and strategies to tackle them
are outlined in Table 2.2.
This thesis addresses the limitations and advantages of soft materials and contributes to the











This chapter presents an assistive coughing device (CoughAid) that can help post-larygectomy
patients with airway clearance, which artificially controls the accumulation and exhalation of
the lung pressure to replicate the function of the glottis during coughing. This is a collaborative
research between University of Bristol (UoB) and University College London (UCL). I lead
the research carried out in UoB, which include the design and manufacturing of CoughAid,
conducting experiments with control group, participating in experiments with post-laryngectomy
group lead by UCL, and analysing the results. UCL obtained the ethics approval for tests with a
post-laryngectomy group, provided the BIOPAC data acquisition system, assisted with statistical
analysis, and provided clinical insights on the topic.
In this chapter we first introduce the design and specification of CoughAid, then move on to
experiment procedures with control and post-laryngectomy participants. Finally we analyse and
discuss the results generated from both groups using CoughAid.
Main contributions
• Design and fabrication of an assistive coughing device, CoughAid.
• Development of the control algorithm enabling auto-data collection of the device.
• Conducting experiments in control post-laryngectomy participants which shown




Total laryngectomy is a procedure that involves the removal of the entire larynx and the upper
tracheal cartilage rings [31]. Post laryngecotomy patients are no longer at the risk of aspiration
pneumonia, however some patients have difficulties in coughing.Coughing in healthy subjects,
as can be seen from Figure 3.1a, typically involves three phases: inhalation, compression and
exhalation [72]. In the inhalation phase, air is inhaled and expiratory muscles are engaged;
In the compression phase, the glottis is closed, and expiratory muscles contract, allowing in-
trathoracic pressure to build up in the airway; In the exhalation phase, the glottis opens and a
rapid exhalation follows [73]. Expiratory pressure and flow profiles during coughs are shown in
Figure 3.2. Cough is vital for clearing excessive secretions in the airway. However, the absence of
the glottis in post-laryngectomy patients, and the direct exit of the trachea through the stoma,
causes reduced cough efficiency (Figure 3.1b), such that daily sputum production, coughing and
the need for frequent forced expectoration are among the most common complaints made by
patients [74]. Although some patients find limited relief through the use of heat and moisture
exchangers, which condition inspiratory air and thereby treat pulmonary symptoms and aid
stoma cleaning [75], the coughing ability of post-laryngectomy patients is far below healthy
people.
Clinically there are many potential factors that can be used to assess cough efficiency. For
example, maximal respiratory mouth pressure and coughing gastric pressure are typically
used to assess the strength of expiratory muscles [76], which are associated with coughing
effectiveness [77]. The effectiveness of a cough can also be affected by the adhesion and cohesion
of mucus [78, 79]. By simulating cough flow rates using a pressurized chamber, the influence of
rheological properties on mucus clearance have been investigated [80]. Mechanical experiments
have also shown that increasing the pressure and flow rate improves mucus clearance [81], and
that increases in expiratory flow and pressure can be achieved using mechanical assistance
for patients with motor-neuron diseases [82]. Studies show for effective mucus expectoration,
peak cough flow (PCF) must exceed 160 to 200 L/min [83, 84]. PCF above 250 to 270 L/min
could prevent pneumonia in patients with neuromuscular disorders [84, 85]. For laryngectomised
patients, a lack of signals arising from the larynx may result in a reduction of cough volume
acceleration and the intensity of abdominal muscle contractions during a reflex cough. These
factors may contribute to facilitate the onset and/or the persistence of chest infections [86].
Medical robotics has advanced rapidly through past decades, from surgical robots such as
the da Vinci surgical system and surgical tools developed for minimal invasive surgeries, to
rehabilitation exoskeletons and implantable robotics such as heart sleeves [64, 87] and drug
delivery robots [88]. Despite this growth, there has been a dearth of research into robotics to assist
respiratory conditions and, more specifically, cough insufficiency. Current cough argumentation
methods generally fall into three categories: Mechanical insufflation-exsufflation (MI-E) technique
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Figure 3.1: (a) Three phases of coughing in healthy people. (b) Coughing in laryngectomy patients
is limited by the lack of a functional glottis. (c) Proposed cough assistive device.
pressure is applied for exhalation to improve cough, and rehabilitation devices to improve the
cough flow [89]; Intermittent positive-pressure breathing (IPPB) devices which provide a constant
positive pressure during the inhalation phase followed by a passive exhalation phase where
the positive pressure returns to atmospheric, thereby improving cough capacity by increasing
the inhalation volume [90]; and manually assisted coughing (MAC), where abdominal thrust
or lateral costal compression is applied. Although these devices can effectively increase cough
efficiency, they have limitated effect on immediate cough relief and lack personalised control and
portability. Additionally, most of the current devices are used in primary care settings and there
is consequently a large unmet need for cough assist devices in secondary and at-home care.
To overcome these limitations, we propose a comfortable, wearable prototype portable device
(Figure 3.1c) to improve cough sufficiency. In this chapter a preliminary design of the CoughAid









































































Figure 3.2: Flow rate and respiratory mouth pressure during three consecutive coughs by partici-
pants with a single cough profile enlarged on the right.
3.2 Design of CoughAid
Increased coughing efficiency is indicated by either an increased glottis pressure or an increased
Peak Cough Flow rate (PCF), which can be achieved by increasing the expiratory muscle strength
or by increasing the pressure resistance of the vocal folds. In this study we focus primarily on the
function of the vocal folds and hence expiratory pressure (peak cough pressure) and peak cough
flow rate were measured and analysed. CoughAid is designed to have the following characteristics:
fast opening and closing, air tight closure, pressure feedback, expiratory flow feedback, pressure
controlled opening, fail safe opening mechanism and patient override.
Figure 3.3 presents a photo of the CoughAid system design and Figure 3.4 shows an illustra-
tion of the connections of CoughAid . A disposable cardboard mouthpiece was used to connect to
disposable anti-bacterial and anti-viral filter (BIOPAC, AFT4 VBMax, 35mm), which was then
connected to a normally open solenoid valve (ASCO SCE210C35) via a respiratory tube (22cm
diameter). For laryngectomy patient studies, a 3D printed stoma adaptor was used in place of the
cardboard piece to ensure a air-tight connection around stoma. The solenoid valve was used to
mimic the human glottis function during coughing; it controls the air flow by sealing and building
up pressure in the respiratory tube. High speed photography analysis have shown the glottis
opening time is around 25-30 ms [91]. The chosen valve could achieve a comparable fast opening
time (15ms at fastest) and is also portable, low-cost and can maintain high pressure (9 bar),
showing advantages over alternative valve types such as butterfly or ball valves, which are larger,
slower or have lower maximum pressures. The valve automatically opens when MEP reaches a
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Figure 3.3: Photo of CoughAid.
Figure 3.4: System design of CoughAid.
certain threshold (pth), mimicking the way vocal folds open during a human cough. During the
inhalation phase, the valve opens, allowing air to be inhaled by participants. In the compression
phase, the valve is activated and closes, allowing pressure to build up. In the exhalation phase,
the valve opens once more, allowing air to be rapidly expelled. The pressure is monitored in real
time by a pressure sensor (Honeywell SSCSNBN015PDAA5) in the respiratory tube before the
valve, thereby approximating glottis pressure. A Pneumotachometer (TSD160A) is attached to
the expiratory flow end of the CoughAid to record cough flow rate using a BIOPAC MP150 data
acquisition system.Using portable peak flow meters could increase the portability of CoughAid,
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however studies have shown inconsistent flow results from various portable flow meters [92, 93].
Therefore a precision pheumotacheometer was chosen in this study because of its accuracy. All
tubing is of standard size (22mm) used in clinical settings.
Since pressure thresholds can vary from person to person and as coughing conditions vary,
a dial located on the control box allows participants to alter the pressure threshold pth to a
comfortable value. Manual override is available using two buttons on the control box (one for
closing and one for opening the solenoid). Users can therefore open the valve at any time. The
operation of the CoughAid is as follows: 1. The valve is open and the user inhales fully. 2. The
valve is closed using the appropriate button, replicating the closing of the glottis in preparation
for a cough. 3. The user increases pressure in their lungs against the closed valve, generating the
pressure needed for the cough. 4. When the pressure measured in the respiratory tube reaches
pth the valve opens, rapidly releasing the pressurised air in the lungs and initiating an artificial
cough.
3.2.1 Ethical Approvals
Ethical approval was obtained for this study from the University of Bristol Engineering Faculty
Research Ethics Committee (UOB ID84502), and the University College London Research Ethics
Committee (ID: 5697/006). Approval from both institutes was required because tests were
performed at both. Informed consent was sought from all participants before their involvement
in the study following UoB and UCL guidance.
3.2.2 Subjects
33 control participants were recruited (24 male and 9 female: ages 24 to 48; median age 28).
Inclusion criteria for control participants were: any person between the age of 18 to 64; who does
not have any condition or disease affecting their voice; and does not have any neuromuscular
disorder. 5 post-laryngectomy participants were recruited at University College London (4 male
and 1 female; ages 53 to 79; median age 72).
A power calculation was carried out using the software package “G*Power 3.1.9.2” [94], and
data from an n = 5 control and m = 5 post-laryngectomy participant pilot study was used. Two
tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests assumed, alpha = 0.05, beta = 0.8. A minimum sample size
of 28 control participants was calculated for the difference in medians between CoughAid and
voluntary coughs. A minimum sample size of 4 post-laryngectomy participants was calculated
for the difference in peak cough pressure medians between CoughAid and voluntary cough,
and 69 post-laryngectomy participants was calculated for the difference in peak cough flow
medians between CoughAid and voluntary cough. The limited availability of post-laryngectomy




Experiments were carried out with n = 33 control participants and a pilot study was carried out
with m = 5 post-laryngectomy participants to test the effectiveness of CoughAid. Peak Cough
Flow (PCF, L/min), Peak Cough Pressure (PCP, cmH2O) and expiratory acceleration (L/s2) were
measured during voluntary cough and CoughAid assisted cough. Results were compared between
the control and the post-laryngectomy group.
In both voluntary and CoughAid cough tests, the control group was provided with a mouth-
piece whereas the post-laryngectomy group was provided with a 3D printed adapter which
ensured a good seal around the stoma. Mouthpiece was chosen over facemask because it gives
higher peak flow rate [95]. Both groups were asked to breath in and out naturally through the
mouthpiece/adapter several times to relax and to familiarise themselves with the device.
Participants were first asked to cough voluntarily with the valve kept open, giving a baseline
for a peak voluntary cough. They were then asked to emulate a cough using CoughAid by
performing a peak expiration manoeuvre. In both tests participants were asked to cough five
consecutive times into the device. In tests using CoughAid, the cough pressure threshold was set
by each participant to a level that they found comfortable.
In voluntary cough tests, the participant was instructed to cough as forcefully as they could
(patient group users exhaled as forcefully as possible if unable to cough). In CoughAid cough
tests, the pressure threshold (pth) was fine-tuned by each participant using the dial. Detailed
instructions were given and participants were given time to adjust the dial and attempt coughs
at different pressure thresholds until they found a pressure threshold for which they could cough
comfortably. For the control group, three different threshold settings were tested to ascertain
its effect on cough effectiveness. Participants were asked to tune the threshold to mimic the
situation of a “strong cough”, that is, to cough using maximum effort. Then the threshold was
lowered a medium level, to mimic the condition of a moderate cough. The threshold was then
lowered further to a point where participants felt it easy to cough, analogous to an instance of
“throat clearing”. In the patient group, only one threshold setting was tested for safety reasons,
when it felt most comfortable and natural to cough through the device.
3.2.4 Statistical analysis
All results are presented as mean ± standard deviation or median ± interquartile range where
appropriate. Paired t-tests were used to determine differences in mean response to voluntary and
CoughAid cough within the control group. Alpha cutoff was set to 0.05. Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests were used to determine differences in mean response to voluntary and CoughAid cough
within the post-laryngectomy group.
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Figure 3.5: Peak flow rate with varied tube lengths and with/without valve.
3.3 Results
A pilot experiment was carried out with n = 5 control participants to investigate the effect of the
valve and the tube length on air flow and recorded pressure. Two respiratory tube lengths, 17cm
and 102cm, were tested and readings were taken with and without the presence of solenoid valve.
Before the beginning of each test, subjects were asked to sit down and relax for a few minutes to
avoid artefacts in the measurements due to any preceding aerobic activities. All subjects were
instructed to inhale and then cough as hard as they could into the mouthpiece while standing.
They were coached to pinch lips around the mouthpiece to prevent air leak during manoeuvres.
Tests are carried out as follows: Test 1: Coughing through long tube, with opened valve. Test 2:
Coughing through short tube, with opened valve.Test 3: Coughing through short tube, without
valve in system. Test 4: Coughing through long tube, without valve in system.The effects of tubing
length and the presence of valve on peak cough flow is presented in Figure 3.5. It can be seen
that in most cases, flow is highest for test 3 (short tube and no valve in the system). However
102cm tubing is chosen for easy handling in CoughAid experiments.
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 show a sample coughing profile of one participant from the control
group and one from the post-laryngectomy group. It can be seen from the graphs that when
comparing voluntary and CoughAid coughs, CoughAid generates a higher peak flow rate and a
higher peak cough pressure, and takes a longer time to return to baseline. It is to be noted that
the peak cough pressure measured in voluntary coughs is equivalent to MEP, while that recorded
in CoughAid coughs is equivalent to glottal pressure. Cough acceleration, also known as volume
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Voluntary Cough 236.8 ± 69.5 19.8 ± 4.0 45.3 ± 13.5
Low pth CoughAid 279.3 ± 67.1 58.8 ± 18.2 74.2 ± 14.1
Medium pth CoughAid 290.6 ± 74.3 69.1± 22.1 78.5 ± 14.5
High pth CoughAid 329.1 ± 82.9 94.4± 32.7 91.0 ± 19.0
Table 3.1: Summary of coughing characteristics in control group, expressed as mean ± one
standard deviation.
acceleration, calculated as the ratio of cough peak flow to the time to peak, represented as the
gradient rise to peak cough flow [96, 97], was also higher in CoughAid coughs.
In CoughAid experiments, only pressure and flow rate data were collected using the BIOPAC
system, pressure threshold was back-calculated from pressure and flow rate profiles based on
the fact that the valve will only open when the pressure threshold is reached. It is assumed that
the threshold pressure is reached when exhalation begins. To take into account delays in system















































Figure 3.7: Example cough flow and pressure profiles from post-laryngectomy group during
voluntary and CoughAid assisted cough.
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Peak Cough Flow (L/min)
Figure 3.8: Mean peak cough flow (PCF) and peak cough pressure (PCP) with and without
CoughAid for all control participants. Lines showing percentage increase of CoughAid with
respect to voluntary are shown for reference.
Table 3.1 summarises the mean PCF, PCP and cough acceleration in all control group tests.
Compared with voluntary coughs, all CoughAid tests generate higher mean PCF, PCP and
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Figure 3.9: Scatter plot of coughing characteristics in control group with each participants marked
in different colours. © representing mean voluntary cough; × representing mean CoughAid cough
at high pressure threshold; horizontal lines showing error bar of peak cough flow; vertical lines
showing error bar of peak cough pressure; dotted lines show the change in mean value before
and after using the CoughAid.
acceleration. Within the CoughAid tests, the mean values of all parameters were seen to increase
with pressure threshold.
Figure 3.8 shows how mean PCF and mean PCP change with and without using CoughAid in
control group, with illustrative lines marking 0, 100, 200 and 300% increase of CoughAid with
respect to voluntary cough. Figure 3.9 shows coughing characteristics in control group. Error bar
was plotted for each participant with dotted lines marking the mean values with and without
using CoughAid. Figure shows a gradient increase in most cases.
It can be seen that PCP was greater during CoughAid cough (94.4±32.7 cmH2O) than during
voluntary cough (19.8±4.0 cmH2O) (paired t-test, t(64)=12.6, p<0.0001). PCF increased during
CoughAid cough (329.1±82.9 L/min) compared with during voluntary cough (236.8±69.5 L/min)
(paired t-test, t(64) = 4.9, p < 0.0001). Comparison between mean PCP and PCF with and without
using CoughAid show that PCF increase can be found in 25/33 participants while PCP has
increased significantly (p < 0.0001) in all participants. Peak cough flow differences before and
during using CoughAid are further shown in Figure 3.12. Cough acceleration is also evaluated
since it is one indicator on an effective cough. It has also increased significantly (t(64) = 4.39,
p<0.01) using CoughAid, as shown in Table 3.1.









Voluntary Cough 182.3 ± 86.9 11.9 ± 6.5 36.4 ± 14.6
CoughAid 226.5 ± 141.4 46.2 ± 29.3 115.9 ± 165.9
Table 3.2: Coughing characteristics in post-laryngectomy group.
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Peak Cough Flow (L/min)
Figure 3.10: Mean peak cough flow (PCF) and peak cough pressure (PCP) with and without
CoughAid for all post-laryngectomy participants.
without CoughAid. Figure 3.10 shows how PCF and PCP change with and without CoughAid
in the post-laryngectomy group, with illustrative lines marking 0, 100, 200, 300% increase of
CoughAid with respect to voluntary cough. In these CoughAid tests, only one comfortable pressure
threshold was set and tested for each post-laryngectomy participant. Figure 3.11 shows coughing
characteristics in post-laryngectomy group. Error ellipse was plotted for each participant with
solid lines marking the mean values with and without using CoughAid. It shows significant
gradient increases in two cases. A Wilcoxon rank sum test shows a significant increase in pressure
(p = 0.0159) with and without using CoughAid whereas peak flow (p = 1) does not show notable
differences among the cohort. Results show an improvement in flow rate in 3/5 post-laryngectomy
participants as can be seen more clearly from the ordered data in Figure 3.12.
When comparing data from post-laryngectomy group to control group, using the CoughAid,
post-laryngectomy coughs also reached similar peak cough flow to the control group’s natural
cough (Wilcoxon rank sum test, Z = -0.9933, p = 0.32), and achieved higher peak cough pressure
(Wilcoxon rank sum test, Z = 2.6775, p = 0.0074).
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Figure 3.11: Scatter plot of coughing characteristics in post-laryngectomy group with confidence
ellipse, with each participant marked in different colours. © representing voluntary cough; ×
representing CoughAid cough; ? representing the centroids of cough data; error ellipses showing
variance of data at 95% confidence level; lines show the change in mean value before and after
using the CoughAid.
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Peak Cough Flow (L/min)
Figure 3.12: Difference in mean Peak Cough Flow in control group (Left) and post-laryngectomy




In this study all cough data was analysed and there was no subjective data selection post
experiments. The data collected therefore shows the natural dynamics of a series of voluntary
and CoughAid coughs. We found that the CoughAid coughing assist device improved peak cough
pressure and peak cough flow rate. The average percentage increase in peak flow rate was
observed at 49% (paired t-test, t(64)=4.9, p<0.0001) in the control group and 20% (Wilcoxon
rank sum test, p = 1) in the post-laryngectomy group, while the average percentage increase
in peak cough pressure was observed at 467% (paired t-test, t(64)=12.6, p<0.0001) in control
group and 281% (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 0.0159) in the post-laryngectomy group. Note
that the pressure sensor is located before the valve but after all tubing in the system. Measured
pressure is therefore equivalent to expiratory pressure at the mouth in voluntary coughs and
gastric pressure in CoughAid coughs. An effective cough can be dependent on several factors,
including expiratory airflow rate, gas-mucus interactions, mucus properties, the inhalation
volume and expiratory muscle strengths [98, 73]. Studies show that inhaling high volumes,
combined with glottis closure prior to the expiration phase, could enable respiratory muscles
to generate high intrathoratic pressures. This pressure acts as a high driving force for the
airflow during cough and hence contributes to high peak flow rate [98]. In the absence of the
larynx (eg: laryngectomy, tracheotomy), coughing can still be generated with low airfow by
performing a huffing manoeuvre (a forced expiration against open glottis), although the cough
is less effective [99, 86, 73]. Maximum expiratory pressure is a commonly used parameter to
assess the strength of respiratory muscles [76, 77], and has been shown to positively correlate
with improved cough capacity [100, 101, 102].
In voluntary experiments, the peak cough pressure and flow from both control and post-
laryngectomy groups are lower than average published values in healthy adults [77, 86]. This
is attributed to the tubing in the system as well as the presence of the solenoid valve slightly
restricting air flow. The 102cm respiratory tube represents a total dead volume in the CoughAid
of approximately 0.39 litres, which is approximately 6.5 % of an average male’s lung capacity and
9.3 % of an average female’s lung capacity [103]. Other possible causes could be leakage around
mouthpieces during coughing experiments or participnats coughing while not fully prepared.
Additionally, while undertaking the experiments, participants were asked to cough 5 times
consecutively into the tube. This could result in a decrease in peak cough flow rate and pressure
due to tiredness.
The control and post-laryngectomy groups had different age profiles, and age related factors
were not taken into account when analysing the results. According to Cardoso et al [104], as
age increases, peak cough flow decreases. However, the post-laryngectomy group (median age
72) had comparable PCP values to the control group (median age 28). This may be due to the
post-laryngectomy group having stronger diaphram muscles than non-laryngecotomies of the
same age group because they may use a technique called diaphragmatic breathing (also called
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abdominal breathing) to help breathing and coughing after laryngectomy [105].
In this study, pressure thresholds were set by each post-laryngectomy participant and were
subjective and limited to voluntary cough manoeuvres. An alternative way of controlling the
opening of the valve is to assess the activity of expiratory and accessory muscles through real-time
EMG monitoring. Research has shown ways to characterise the difference between voluntary and
reflex coughs using EMG signals [106]. The integration of an EMG signal into the valve control
would expand the capability of the CoughAid to wider coughing scenarios. Replacing the solenoid
valve with a valve with lower restriction could potentially increase cough effectiveness due to
the reduced pressure drop across the valve [80]. Further investigation will also be carried out to
quantify the relationship between peak cough pressure, threshold pressure, cough acceleration
and peak flow rate produced by the CoughAid.
Results from this study show that CoughAid is a promising approach to increasing cough
efficiency. It shows a comparable PCF increase to using MI-E and MI-E + MAC methods, although
less effective than using IPPB + MAC in neuromuscular patients [107, 83]. CoughAid could
be integrated in a patient’s everyday life easily as it can be light weight, easy to use and each
component is separable for handling and cleaning. Scaling CoughAid down to the size of a peak
flow meter (approximately 22cm long and 6cm wide) could effectively aid larygecotomy patients to
cough when needed and the ultimate goal is to integrate CoughAid into a comfortable, wearable
device.
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents an approach to assist post-laryngectomy patients cough more effectively.
The rationale is that increasing the coughing pressure and flow rate would increase coughing
effectiveness. This is usually achieved by increasing the strength of respiratory muscles. In
this study, we explored an alternative, where an increase in the strength of an artificial glottis
closure influences coughing pressure and peak air flow. To achieve this we designed and built
the CoughAid, which mimics the function of the glottis. We then tested and compared the peak
cough flow and peak cough pressure in control and post-laryngectomy groups through a series
of respiratory experiments. Results show a significant increase (t(64) = 4.9, p < 0.0001) in peak
cough flow rate and peak cough pressure (t(64) = 12.6, p < 0.0001) among 33 control participants
using CoughAid. A pilot study with a smaller cohort of laryngectomy patients shows improvement
in peak cough pressure (p = 0.0159) using CoughAid. Preliminary results also show that post-
laryngectomy coughs achieved similar peak cough flow (Z = -0.9933, p = 0.32) to the control
group’s natural cough. Coughing capabilities could be improved through using CoughAid. This
work paves the way for new treatments for cough insufficiency in respiratory disease sufferers
and may additionally have potential for the rehabilitation of coughing following respiratory
conditions such as COVID19.
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Further investigations will be carried out to analyse different pressure threshold settings in











Section 4.3 of this chapter is based on the work presented in the paper:
[37] M. E. Giannaccini, K. Yue, J. Graveston, M. Birchall, A. Conn, and J. Rossiter, “Respira-
tory simulator for robotic respiratory tract treatments,” in 2017 IEEE International Conference
on Robotics and Biomimetics (ROBIO), pp. 2314–2319, IEEE, 2017
The author contributions to the work presented in section 1.4 are as follows. K.Y. conducted
experiments with human participants, developed the control programme for simulated coughing,
collected data and performed analysis on results. M.E.G. designed and manufactured the me-
chanical trachea and glottis in the respiratory simulator. J.G. and M.B. provided clinical insights.
A.C. and J.R. supervised the project.
Main contributions
• Design and manufacturing of a respiratory simulator.
• Developed a control system to simulate breathing and coughing profile that matches
the characteristics from human participants.
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we investigated a potential solution to improve cough efficiency through
a detailed patient and volunteer study, leading to the development of the CoughAid device.
CoughAid can effectively increase peak cough pressure and peak cough flow. In this chapter
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we further investigate respiratory airflow characteristics by building a computer-controlled
respiratory test rig that can simulate respiratory functions. The simulator uses the same solenoid
valve as CoughAid to mimic glottal function. This chapter describes the development of a
computer controlled respiratory simulator to simulate breathing and coughing. Two versions of
the simulator, Respiratory Simulator 1.0 and Respiratory Simulator 2.0, were designed and built.
Respiratory Simulator 1.0 was used to conduct preliminary tests, the results of which then led to
the design of the more advanced Respiratory Simulator 2.0. In this chapter we present the full
design and experimental results of Respiratory Simulator 2.0, with preliminary test results from
Respiratory Simulator 1.0 listed in Appendix A.
4.2 Background
This section introduces the physiological background on the human respiratory system and the
development of computational and mechanical models of the respiratory system.
4.2.1 Physiology of the human respiration system
In humans, a typical respiratory system is the respiratory tract, as shown in Figure 4.1. The
respiratory tract is divided into two parts: the upper respiratory tract (nasal cavity, pharynx and
larynx), and the lower respiratory tract (trachea, bronchi and lungs). Together it provides vital
functions such as breathing, sound production, olfactory assistance and protecting the airway
from dust and microbes entering the body through mucus production and coughing.
Figure 4.1: Anterior view of the respiratory system. Figure reproduced from [16].
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Volume men (L) women (L)
Inspiratory reserve volume(IRV) 3.1 1.9
Tidal volume(TV) 0.5 0.5
Expiratory reserve volume(ERV) 1.2 0.7
Residual volume(RV) 1.2 1.1
Table 4.1: Average lung volumes in adults [1]
During breathing, air enters from the nasal cavity where a layer of nasal mucosa acts as
filter to prevent pollutants from entering the respiratory tract [108]. Air then flows through
the pharynx and larynx and moves into the trachea, which then branches into the left and
right bronchi and the lungs. Each of the bronchi subdivides at successive intervals, forming a
branching structure known as the respiratory tree or tracheobronchial tree. At its smallest scale,
tiny bronchioles connect with the alveoli that provide the essential functions of gas exchange.
There are approximately 300 million alveoli, 14 million alveoli ducts and 280 billion capillary
segments in a pair of human lungs [109]. Studies have been carried out to understand the
morphometric characterisation of the lung by investigating micro-anatomy using a method called
stereology. The goal is to define the architecture of airways and blood vessels in the lung, to
estimate alveolar surface area and volume to understand pulmonary diffusing capacity and to
understand lung pathology through cell biology [110].
The lungs, which are protected by the rib cage and the diaphragm, are located in the thoracic
cavity. During inhalation, the diaphragm contracts, thereby engaging intercostal muscles, and
the rib cage is pulled upwards and outwards resulting in an increased in chest cavity volume.
During exhalation, the diaphragm and muscle relaxes, and air flows out of the lung [111].
The average total lung capacity (TLC) is 6L for men and 4.2L for women [103], and can
vary with height, weight and living area. Inspiratory reserve volume (IRV), tidal volume (TV),
expiratory reserve volume (ERV) and residual volume (RV) are some critical characteristic values
that can be directly measured by spirometer in a pulmonary function test, to distinguish between
restrictive and obstructive pulmonary diseases. Typical values are presented in Table 4.1. The
average breathing rate is 30-60 breaths for newborns and decreases to 12-20 breaths for adults,
as detailed in Table 4.2.
4.2.2 Modelling human respiratory system
Robotic healthcare is a growing and multi-faceted field where robots help perform surgery,
remotely provide care to patients, aid in supplying various physical therapies and further medical
research. Robotic simulators of human physiology provide a powerful platform to advance the
development of novel treatments, prostheses and therapies.
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Average resting respiratory rates (L/min)
birth to 6 weeks: 30 - 40
6 months: 25 - 40
3 years: 20 - 30
6 years: 18 - 25
10 years: 17 - 23
Adults: 12 - 18
Elderly > 65 years old: 12 - 28
Elderly > 80 years old: 10 - 30
Table 4.2: Average resting respiratory rates in different age groups [2] [3] [4] [5]
In past decades, different approaches have been made to model the respiratory system. In
1945, Gray developed the first mathematical model describing the chemical control of ventilation.
In 1954, Grodins et al. presented the first dynamic analysis of the system with CO2 inhalation
as a single input force [112]. The model was then refined and extended using computational
modelling to include lung-blood-tissue gas transport and exchange, chemical transport and acid-
base buffering, concentration equilibria, blood flow behavior and a control equation defining the
carotid chemo-receptors for dependence ventilation [113]. Physiological aspects of the system such
as Hering-Breuer reflex, the varying lung volume and dead volume was then brought into the
well-developed chemical control models [114]. Mathematical models were also used to simulate
different lung pathologies [115].
Despite models that focused on simulating chemical changes, computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) modelling has also been widely used to simulate the air flow pattern through the respiratory
system. Examples include the simulation of flow in the upper airway tract where pressure and
velocity distributions were considered [116]; to analyse the deposition patterns of inhaled aerosols
under multiple physiologic, geometric, and particle characteristics conditions [117, 118, 119] as
well as with different breathing patterns [120]. More recent studies have also taken into account
the complexity of the multiscale geometry of the broncho-pulmonary tree with the aid of CT and
MRI scan to generate more accurate 3D CFD simulation [121], and to assist operations such as
Video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery [122].
Mechanical respiratory simulators have also been developed and used in clinician education,
guiding therapies, evaluating new devices and techniques, validating numerical models, aerosol
inhalation studies and to improve our understanding of the internal respiratory system [123,
124, 125]. They simulate some physiological characteristic of the pulmonary system and can be
used to simulate certain pathological conditions [126].
In past decades, mechanical simulators focused on the mechanical ventilation system where
dynamic characteristics such as lung pressures and air flow dynamics were the primary focus
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of simulation. Some have piston-driven bellows or air sacs to provide varied volume for venti-
lation [127, 128, 129, 130], and others use a fixed volume but utilise cranial pressure for the
simulation of active breathing [131]. Anatomical features , such as latex expandable chambers to
mimic the lungs or porcine lungs as human analogues, have also been added to the system to
improve the simulated breathing pattern [132]. Some representative examples of different types
of respiratory simulators as well as some commercialised lung simulators are listed in Table 4.3.
More robust and accurate simulators are still needed in research and as can be seen from
Table 4.3, there are still gaps in the capability of current systems that need to be further investi-
gated. For instance, most respiratory simulators simulate healthy and pathological breathing
patterns and are used to study neonatal applications, aerosol dispersion or diseases related
to lungs, but very few investigate active coughing simulation. Also, despite advances in me-
chanical lungs, few mechanical simulators have included the upper airway structures (trachea,
bronchi,vocal folds, nasal cavity) in designs, although numerical and computational studies have
shown those structures can affect airway dynamics [133, 134, 135]. In this work we present a
new physical simulator that includes the mechanical trachea and bronchi structure, which aims
to replicate the breathing and coughing characteristics of healthy humans, providing a first-stage
evaluative tool for the development of robotic healthcare solutions for cough-related respiratory
conditions, and to generate a platform for implantable assistive medical devices in the future.
4.3 Respiratory Simulator 2.0
The computer-controlled respiratory simulator 2.0 was designed to replicate as closely as possible
the dimensions, shape and function of the human respiratory system in the hardware design. It
was an improved version of the Respiratory Simulator 1.0, of which some preliminary characteris-
tic test results are listed in Appendix I. The primary goal is to simulate the human breathing and
coughing profile, and therefore micro-anatomy was not taken into account in the design process.
4.3.1 System Design
Respiratory simulator 2.0 was designed to approximate a 1:1 replica of the human respiratory
system. Approximations were made to simplify the physical design of the structure. All compo-
nents of the simulator are rigid, contrary to the nature of the human respiratory system, which
is prevalently composed of soft and compliant structures.
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4.3. RESPIRATORY SIMULATOR 2.0
Technical specification Respiration capabilities
Total volume 6L Vital capacity 0 - 6 L
Actuator force 0 - 80 N Max. flow rate 112 L/min
Actuator speed 0 - 280 mm/s Rate at 4.8L VC 23 breaths/min
Accuracy 45 µm
Table 4.4: Technical specification and respiration capabilities of the rig
men (mm) womem (mm)
Left bronchus length 47.8 43.5
Right bronchus length 15.3 13.2
Left bronchus diameter 12.9 10.1
Right bronchus diameter 15.2 12.5
Table 4.5: Length and diameter of the semi-bronchi[6].
As illustrated in Figure 4.2, Simulator 2.0 comprises five components: actuation system,
lungs, bronchi, trachea and glottis. It has a 450mm computer-controlled Zaber linear actuator
(X-LSQ450B-E01) to model the movement of diaphragm, two 3L pneumatic syringes (KoKo
KRS007) configured in parallel to give 6L total lung capacity, exceeding the average vital capacity
of both men (4.6L) and women (3.1L). The Zaber linear slide has a maximum speed of 280mm/s
and is able to hold 75N, which is more than sufficient to simulate breath. In this configuration the
actuator and syringes can generate flows up to 112L/min, providing the full range of human-like
respiratory flow rates.
Table A.1 summarises the technical specification and the respiration capabilities of the
respiration test rig.
As mentioned in the previous section, the bronchi is a complicated branching structure that
goes deep into the lungs, therefore to simply we only included the main bronchi in this design.
Two flange connectors were used to secure the the syringes to the PLA 3D printed channels
that imitate the bronchi. The diameter of the channels were gradually reduced to the physiological
dimension of 12.7mm and converged into one channel with a 70 degrees angle between the two
channels, according to the average anatomically-correct value in anatomical studies of the angle
of tracheal bifurcation, which is approximately 70 degrees [140]. This semi-bronchi component
was 29mm long, taking the average value from Table 4.5.
A further flange connector was used to connect the semi-bronchi component to a 19mm
internal diameter, 108mm long acrylic tube which imitates the function of the trachea. The
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Figure 4.2: Respiratory Simulator 2.0
dimensions are chosen to be an average value within the range from literature [141, 142, 143,
144, 145]. The cross section of the human trachea varies, with sections showing elliptical, C-
shaped, D-shaped, triangular and circular shapes [146]. It also have cartilage rings on its walls,
which can affect the upper airflow and can be important factors in analysing air-borne diseases,
inhaled pollutants and inhaled medications [135]. For this study the main focus is on simulating
breathing and coughing, and therefore a rigid and smooth wall was used, and the circular shape
was chosen because it was mostly readily fabricated.
A differential pressure sensor (SIP, NB 015PD TruStability, Honeywell) was inserted into a
hole in the trachea. The same normally open, two port, solenoid valve (SCE210C35-24VCC, Asco)
that was used in the previous chapter was used to imitate the opening and closing function of the
glottis. A BioPac flow meter(TSD160A) was fixed to the exhaust side of the solenoid valve. The
valve was powered through a relay which was controlled using a data acquisition device (DAQ,
USB-6211, National Instruments), pressure data was collected utilising DAQ as well. The system
was controlled via MATLAB2017®, which was also used for the data post-processing.
The working principle of the simulator is repeatable and robust: the computer-controlled
actuated linear slide was used to replicate the movement of the human diaphragm and generated
the force needed to drive the syringes. The air was then pushed through the semi-bronchi and
semi-trachea components. In the case of breathing, the solenoid valve was kept open and the
breathing flow rate was measured with the BioPac flow meter attached to the exhaust side of
the valve. The simulation of a cough comprised of four stages: 1) the solenoid valve is closed, 2)
the actuated linear guide compresses air in the system until 3) the pressure sensor registers
a pressure above a fixed threshold; this triggers 4) the opening of the valve which causes the
exhalation of the compressed air.
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Figure 4.3: Devices used for experiments with participants. The filter was connected by an adaptor
to the flow meter, which communicates with the Arduino micro-controller.
4.3.2 Experiment with healthy participants
Breathing and coughing experiments were carried out with 8 healthy participants within the age
group of 25-40 years (ethics approval was granted from Faculty of Engineering Ethics committee,
University of Bristol Ref:57763). All participants followed the same experimental procedures.
The participants were asked to perform three tasks:
1. Normal Breathing (Duration: 30-60s) The subjects are asked to breath as naturally as they
can.
2. Deep Breathing (Duration: 30-60s) The subjects are asked to take a series of deep breaths.
3. Coughing (Cough 3 times) The subjects are asked to take breath normally, then take a deep
breath and then cough as forcefully as they can.
Before beginning each test, participants were asked to sit down and relax for a few minutes
to avoid artefacts in the measurements due to any preceding aerobic activities.
A Sensirion SFM3000 flow meter was used to measure normal breathing and deep breathing
and the BioPac Pneumotachometer (TSD 160A) was used to gather coughing data. A disposable
anti-viral and anti-bacterial filter prevented contaminants from each participant from going
into the flow meter (Figure 4.3). The data gathered with the Sensirion SFM3000 flow meter was
collected utilising an Arduino Nano, while the Biopac system utilises its own data acquisition
system MP150 and software.
4.3.3 Simulation methods
The tidal volume (TV) was utilised as a starting point in simulating the human breathing pattern.
TV was calculated by identifying the flow rate data obtained in the experiments described in
Section 4.3.2. Since the volume of the syringes was known, a simple proportion yielded the syringe
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plunger travel needed to obtain the same volumetric flow as in the physiological experiment.
Flow rates and acceleration were identified utilising an iterative process.
Experiments aimed at reproducing coughing were conducted by specifying the travel distance,
velocity and acceleration for the linear guide, which pushed the syringes forward and increased
the internal system pressure. Once a certain pressure threshold was reached, the solenoid valve
was opened, thus releasing the pressurised air and generating an artificial cough.
In order to reproduce a coughing event, the three most important variables are: volume, flow
rate magnitude and cough duration. The coughing simulation consisted of three stages:
1. In the first stage, a series of threshold pressures is tested to characterise the relationship
between flow rate and threshold pressure. The acquired characterisation is used to inform
the following experiment, where the desired flow rate magnitude is attained by setting the
relative pressure threshold.
2. In the second stage, the volume of the typical human cough acquired in Section 4.3.2 is
determined and a simulation of a cough of similar air volume is performed, hence volume is
kept constant. The flow rate is also kept constant.
3. In the third stage, the cough duration and maximum flow rate (but not the total volume)
are kept constant between the physiological cough and the simulated one.
4.3.4 Results
The average values and relative standard deviation for peak flow rate and expiratory volume
from the experiments are shown in Table 4.6. The mean frequency was 13±3 breaths/min for
normal breathing and 7±2 breaths/min for deep breathing.
Peak Flow Rate (L/min) Expiratory Volume (L)
Breathing 15.12 ± 3.18 0.46 ± 0.15
Deep Breathing 59.32 ± 22.69 1.40 ± 0.34
Coughing 538.42 ± 109.70 1.24 ± 0.18
Table 4.6: Peak Flow Rate and Expiratory Volume obtained from experiments
The flow rate values for breathing and for coughing found in these experiments match the
values reported in the literature [147, 148]. In order to test the ability of our simulator in
reproducing human physiological breathing and coughing patterns, an example of both from the
set of data acquired was chosen. The representative example chosen for the normal breathing
experiment with human subjects is shown in the left of Figure 4.4 and the representative example
chosen for the deep breathing experiment with human subjects is shown in Figure 4.5. As can be
observed from Table 4.6, Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, the flow rate magnitude (60 L/min) for deep
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Figure 4.4: Normal breathing simulation. Left: human breathing.Right: simulated breathing
















































Figure 4.5: Deep breathing simulation. Left: human deep breathing.Right: simulated deep
breathing
breathing is approximately four times that of normal breathing (15 L/min). The simulator was
then programmed to reproduce each of these patterns.
Figure 4.4 (right) shows simulated flow profiles replicating the normal breathing in the
left. Figure 4.5 (right) shows simulated flow profiles replicating deep breathing in the left. The
simulator is able to reproduce both the breathing TV of 0.35L and deep breathing TV of 1.5L.
The complexity of the physiological profile is not fully reproduced by the simulator. However,
the maximum flow rate was replicated in both experiments, together with the inspiration and
expiration duration. The overall flow profile provided the important prototypical and highly
repeatable respiratory function needed for robotic device development and testing. The simulator
successfully attained the reproduction of a simplified breathing and deep breathing pattern.
Prior to simulate coughing profiles from human coughs, characterisation of the system was
carried out to obtain a relationship between the system threshold pressure (PT ) to the output
flow rate. Figure 4.6 shows a monotonic relationship between pressure threshold and flow rate
magnitude. Figure 4.7 shows internal system pressure profile and flow rate for a typical simulated
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Figure 4.6: Relationship between pressure threshold and flow rate magnitude.
cough. As can be seen from the figure, as soon as (PT ) of 93.08 mbar was reached, the solenoid
valve was opened and this generated a flow impulse of approximately 100ms followed by a tail of
lower flow for approximately 200ms.
After the characterisation of the system, key parameters of a human cough was simulated. The
representative example chosen from the coughing experiment with human subjects is Figure 4.8.
In the constant volume tests (second stage described in section 4.3.3, Figure 4.8) the simulator
was able to replicate a cough event of comparable volume (right) to the physiological cough (left).
Although the simulator cough profile was over a much longer duration, the maximum flow rate
were comparable in the human cough and simulated cough, in both cases it was at approximately
650 L/min.
The cough flow profile was most successfully reproduced in the results of the third stage
experiment, shown in Figure 4.9. In this case the simulated cough and the human cough had
similar profiles and followed similar trend. The total simulated cough event duration (0.4s) and
peak flow rate were similar to the human cough. However after reaching the peak, flow rate
decreased gradually in human cough whereas in simulated cough it fell sharply to 0.
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Figure 4.7: Correlation between internal system pressure profile and flow rate.


















































































Figure 4.8: Cough expiratory volume simulation. Left: human cough. Right: simulator cough.
4.3.5 Discussion
Respiratory Simulator 2.0 was able to reproduce the frequency, tidal volume and amplitude of
the physiological flow rate profiles of breathing and deep breathing. However, the novel simulator
was not able to reproduce the higher frequency flow artefacts present in the breathing profiles
observed.
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Figure 4.9: Coughing duration simulation. Left: Human cough. Right: Simulator cough.
As regard to coughing simulation, the system described in this section was able to reproduce
the volume, flow rate magnitude and duration of a human cough. However in this case, human
cough profiles were not exactly reproduced. In the simulator the peak flow reduces faster than in
human coughs. A more advanced control system and more investigation into the morphology of
coughing process could be carried out to tackle the issue.
It is possible that some of the artefacts observed in the physiological breathing profiles
were due to the compliant nature of the human respiratory system and the characteristics and
orientation of the muscles driving the human diaphragm and chest. These were not captured by
the simulator.
Also, it is possible that some of those non-linearities are the result of the role of the larynx,
glottis and upper airway on coughing. Hence designing and building soft robotic devices to mimic
the naturally compliant respiratory anatomy is a future aim to make the platform even more
suitable to testing and investigating the human airway system.
4.4 Conclusion
This chapter focuses on the design, building, testing and characterisation of a respiratory simula-
tor of the human respiratory system that aims to simulate human breathing and coughing. It
was able to reproduce the frequency, tidal volume and amplitude of the physiological flow rate
profiles of breathing and deep breathing; and the volume, peak cough flow and cough duration of
a human cough.
In the previous chapter, we demonstrated a possible way to improve cough efficiency, with
the pressure threshold setting and the solenoid glottis. In this chapter, we found that with the
same peak flow rate, a simulated cough produced a much higher cough acceleration compared to
a human cough with the solenoid valve. In the attempt of improve the simulation, in the next















In the previous chapters, we explored the human respiration system and developed a respiratory
simulator to simulate key breathing and coughing characteristics such as peak flow rate and peak
pressure. However, although we can simulate peak flow and pressure using solenoid valve as the
’glottis’, it is made from rigid materials and therefore does not match the material properties
of the actual vocal folds. In this chapter we take inspiration from the human vocal folds and
aim to develop a soft valve that can function like vocal folds, and potentially replace them as an
implantable device.
This chapter was in collaboration with Hsing-Yu Chen. K.Y designed, fabricated and carried
out experiments and analysis presented in Section 5.2.1, H.C led the design and fabrication and
carried out experiments presented in 5.2.2, K.Y and H.C carried out the experiments and analysis
in 5.3 and together and jointly conceived the ideas of developing various prototypes throughout
this chapter.
Main contributions
• Designed and manufactured a novel pneumatic actuated vocal folds prototype.
5.1 Introduction
Vocal folds are crucial to phonation as well as breathing and coughing. Consequently, being able
to observe and understand the physiological structures and the dynamic motion of vocal folds is
vital for the diagnosis and treatment of voice disorders. Different approaches have been used to
tackle the problem.
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Figure 5.1: Axial view of vocal folds. Image reproduced from [17]
Excised human and canine cadaveric larynges were used to analyse material properties and
structural motion of vocal folds, such as muscle strength and tissue compositions in [149, 150],
as well as to analyse flow, vocal fold dynamics and resulting acoustics [151, 152]. They were
also used as a test platform for newly developed treatments for vocal fold disorders, for example
local injection of different materials [153, 154, 155]; phonation with resonance tubes [156] and
transoral glottic microsurgery [157]. Results were then used to evaluate the effect of such
treatment in humans. High-speed video-endoscopy was used to record and analyse different
vibratory patterns and vocal fold positions during sound production to see how acoustic loading
can contribute to voice instabilities [158].
Besides excised larynges, synthetic physical models of the larynx including membrane models
and rubber casting models, have also been increasingly developed and used. An example of a
membrane model is shown in Figure 5.2 (left), where a sheet of 0.2mm silicon was used to mimic
the mucosa layer and was driven by water injected into the cavity [18]. Rubber casting models,
on the other hand, were created by casting rubber materials into molds of desired geometry. The
most widely used geometry was the M5 model as shown in Figure 5.2 (right) [19] and the geometry
based on the MRI scan of a larynx [159]. Single layer [160]. two layers [161] and multi-layer
models [162, 163] with materials of different stiffness were developed based on a rubber casting
method. Characteristics of these models such as vibration patterns, on-set pressures, flow and
mucosal wave-like motion were compared with human vocal folds and provide a powerful tool for
understanding the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory of phonation [164].
Along with physical models, computational models have also been used to model tissue
properties, flow dynamics, and evaluate possible pathologies of laryngeal disorders [165]. One
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Figure 5.2: Geometry models of the vocal folds.Left: Membrane model [18]. Right: M5 model [19]
mass [166] and two mass [167] model of vocal folds that take into account tissue properties and
structures were developed in early years, describing the two layers of materials composing vocal
folds [168]. Following which, a three mass model was introduced, adding a body cover layer
consisting of muscle fibres and collagen fibres of the vocal ligament [169]. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) models were therefore widely implemented and coupled with tissue models, using
finite element analysis [170]. Pathological models have also been developed to simulate possible
conditions of voice disorders such as glottal incompetence [171], vocal fold tissue lesion [172] and
unilateral vocal fold paralysis [173].
Although physical and computational vocal fold models have been established and material
properties have been quantified, prior physical models have predominently been static or passively
actuated. Models either match the physical composition of vocal folds but are static, or can be
passively actuated but are not well controlled, or are made from rigid materials. A physical model
that can mimic the core function of vocal folds has yet to be developed.
In this chapter we aim to develop a artificial vocal folds prototype that is made from soft
materials, can be fully closed and open upon actuation, and have a size that resembles human
vocal folds. It should be capable of sustaining airway pressures during coughing.
5.2 Artificial vocal folds with uniform wall thickness
In this section we aim to design a mechanical model that mimics the function of adduction and
abduction of vocal folds from an axial view, as shown in Figure 5.1 from the previous section.
From the axial view we could see that the opening of the vocal folds leaves an oval aperture.
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Using conventional technologies, the opening and closing of this aperture could be achieved
using a butterfly valve, check valve, or a solenoid valve that we have used in previous chapters.
However, rigid valves are typically bulky and not biocompatible, and therefore have limited
suitability for applications that interaction with humans. A soft robotic approach has potential
advantages including flexibility and biocompatiility. Within the field of soft robotic actuation
technologies, shape memory alloys (SMAs) are limited by poor efficiency and electro-thermal
heating-cooling cycles. Electroactive polymers (EAPs), such as dielectric elastomer actuators
(DEAs), require advance fabrication techniques. In contrast, fluidic elastomer actuators are
lightweight, inherently complaint and low cost [174].
5.2.1 First prototype
The design of the artificial vocal folds took inspiration from the movement of vocal folds but was
simplified to mimic two states: abduction and adduction. It was designed to have an oval aperture
in their relaxed state and provide a full closure when pneumatically actuated, the principle of the
design is shown in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 shows the CAD image of the mould design for a single
artificial vocal fold using Autodesk® Inventor®. The moulds were composed of an inner piece and
one outer shell that fit together. In the first iteration, the mould were designed to have a uniform
wall thickness, which required a consistent gap of 2mm around the inner mould. The inner mould
had a dimension of 22mm×12mm, which matches the size and the shape of the actual human
vocal cord.
5.2.1.1 Design and fabrication
The moulds were 3D printed using Polylactic acid (PLA). Dragon Skin™ 20 silicone elastomer
was then used to mould the artificial vocal folds. During the moulding process, the elastomer at
the bottom of the mould was cured with an embedded non-stretchable mesh material so that
when actuated the curved membrane is the only side to be actuated. The prototype is shown in
Figure 5.5.
As illustrated in Figure 5.3, a pneumatic actuation method was proposed to drive the artificial
vocal cord. When actuated, the curved membrane would stretch out and therefore mimick the
phonation of vocal cords and to have a full closure at the middle.
5.2.1.2 Experiments
To quantify the characteristics of the moulded vocal folds, pressure-volume test was carried
out. The vocal folds were placed inside a laser-cut acrylic square mount for better visualisation
of its motion, as shown in Figure 5.6, and the device was to be fitted on to the respiration rig
described in Chapter 4. A hand-driven syringe was used to actuate the folds and a pressure sensor
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Air in
Abduction (opening) Adduction (closing)
Air in
Figure 5.3: Principle of the vocal fold design.
Figure 5.4: CAD image of the vocal fold moulds.
(ExiaIICT4) was connected to measure pressure achieved at different volumes, as illustrated in
Figure 5.6.
5.2.1.3 Results
Results shown in Figure 5.7 represents the pressure volume relationship in the moulded prototype.
It shows a linear increase in pressure inside the chamber as the volume increases. On the other
hand, the aperture size reduces quickly at the beginning and decreases linearly as the injection
volume rises from 4-9ml, the decreasing gradient then reduced until the volume reached 12ml.
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Figure 5.5: The prototype of soft vocal cord
Figure 5.6: Experiment set up for vocal folds with uniform wall thickness.
It was the minimum injection volume needed to enable contact between the two folds. It can be
seen from the graph that at 12ml the vocal folds met at the middle with a pressure of 230mbar.
Although there are two gaps at the far end of the two folds, the middle of the membranes have
met and cannot be actuated further.
As can be seen from Figure 5.7, the vocal folds did not achieve full tight closure as designed.
Possible reasons could be that the air was injected from the middle of the folds and thus the
middle part of the membrane inflated first, also the further corners had a pointy shape, making
them stiffer than the rest of the membrane. Full closure could potentially be achieved by making
the corner thinner than the middle, this could be done by replacing the pointy edges by a squared
design. To address this issue, we fabricated and tested a second prototype.
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Figure 5.7: Pressure and relative aperture against volume of air inside vocal folds.
Figure 5.8: Illustrative drawings of the two designs of the artificial vocal folds.
5.2.2 Second prototype
The second mould design was based on the mould described in Section 5.2.1.1 and Figure 5.4.
The edges of the outer mould were cut and the corners were rounded to avoid any sharp edges
that could cause tear in the moulding process. Illustrative design is shown in Figure 5.8.
5.2.2.1 Experiments
Two prototypes utilising the new rounded-edge mould were made using two different materials:
Dragon Skin™ 20 and Ecoflex™ 30. Two prototypes utilising the first sharped-edge design using
these materials were also made for comparison. Pressure-volume relationships in each prototype
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Ecoflex 30
DragonSkin 20
Figure 5.9: Top-down and side views of the relative aperture during inflation of the prototypes
fabricated from the rounded-edge moulds.






















rounded ecoflex Full closure not achieved
Full closure not achieved
Figure 5.10: Pressure against volume of air inside vocal fold prototypes.
were tested and shown in Figure 5.10 and relative aperture of the prototypes during inflation are
shown in Figure 5.9. In the experiment all prototypes were inflated to its maximum tolerance,
such that further air injection could cause out-of-plane expansion from side view.
As can be seen from Figure 5.9, both prototypes fabricated from the rounded-edge moulds
achieved complete closure upon air inflation. Observations during experiment shows Ecoflex
achieved full closure at 1psi (≈ 68.9mbar) and DragonSkin achieved full closure at 5psi (≈
344.8mbar). Figure 5.10 shows the pressure-volume curves of the prototypes moulded using the
two designs for a clearer comparison. The point of full adduction are pointed with dotted lines
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Figure 5.11: Illustrative drawings of the three designs of the artificial vocal folds.
Figure 5.12: Experimental set up for testing the artificial vocal folds with non-uniform wall
thickness.
with a top-down view of the fold. It can be seen from the figure that when comparing between
two designs using the same material, the sharp edge design had higher internal pressure for the
same amount of volume injection, although in prototypes moulded with Ecoflex this difference is
small. It is clear to see that DragonSkin prototypes have higher pressure throughout the inflation
compared to Ecoflex prototypes at same volume, but the DragonSkin prototype achieved full
closure at smaller volume injection than the Ecoflex prototype.
5.3 Artificial vocal folds with non-uniform wall thickness
In this section, we explore the effect of non-uniform wall thickness by modify the curvature of the
outer shell, creating a thicker gap in the middle and thinner gap around the edges. The mould
was modified from the rounded-edge mould used in Section 5.2.2. Same inner mould was used
and the curvature of the outer mould was changed. The resultant vocal folds had 2mm thickness
at the middle and 1mm thickness at the edges. Illustration of the designs is shown in Figure 5.11.
Ecoflex™ 30 was used to fabricate the prototype.
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State 1 State 2 State 3
Figure 5.13: State changes in vocal folds with non-uniform thickness.





































Figure 5.14: Pressure and volume curve of the bistable vocal folds, s1 (State 1), s2 (State 2) and
s3 (State 3) mark different states exhibited during the experiment.
5.3.1 Experiments
As shown in Figure 5.12, the syringe was mounted onto a linear slide and pressure was measured
using a Honeywell differential pressure sensor (SSCSNBN015PDAA5). Data were collected
using DAQ (National Instruments, 6002). The total injection volume was set to be 5ml, after
full injection a point force (in this case, finger tip) was applied to the vocal folds to explore the
behaviours.
5.3.2 Results
Figure 5.13 includes cropped images from the experiment video and shows the three main states
observed. Figure 5.14 (left) shows the full pressure and volume curve during the process, with
Figure 5.14 (right) being the enlarged pressure curve in the black box.
During the initial air injection, one side of the vocal folds expanded faster and the vocal
folds stabilised at a point where one bump is smaller than the other, which is marked as state 1
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in Figure 5.13. The pressure volume curve from 0-14s follows the standard balloon expansion
curve. We then applied a point force (State 2, Figure 5.13) on the larger bump and the vocal
fold stabilised again at a reversed position of the bumps (State3, Figure 5.13). This represents
multi-stable behaviours and was not anticipated. The squared black box in Figure 5.14 shows the
pressure change during this process, the force was applied three times. With the applied force the
pressure inside vocal folds peaks and can be seen from the three peaks shown in Figure 5.14. As
can be seen from the pressure graphs the pressure gradually reduces and reaches a plateau before
a second peak. This was because the vocal folds reaches state 3 and stabilised. The third peak is
also much flatter compared to the first two, this could due to the prolonged force application time.
5.4 Discussion
In this section we explored two designs of the artificial vocal folds and successfully achieved full
adduction in the second design, where the edges of the vocal folds were changed from a pointy,
sharp shape to a round shape. Dragon Skin 20 was used to test the first design, although it did
not achieve full closure, it shows this material can achieve the pressure needed for artificial
vocal folds. In the second design we used Dragon Skin 20 as well as another material Ecoflex 30.
From the cross comparison between two different materials with different designs in Figure 5.10,
it can be concluded that the key factor of achieving full closure lies the design whereas the
pressure-volume relationship is determined by materials.
Mean peak respiratory flow during coughing is 126.4mbar for male, 93.8mbar for female [76]
and 30 mbar during speech [149]. The pressure registered in the round-edge vocal fold could
reach 344.8 mbar when fully actuated and hence is sufficient for testing breathing, coughing and
phonation with physiologically correct pressure and flow.
In the study with vocal folds of non-uniform wall thickness, tests were carried out to achieve
full closure, while during the experiment bistability in the structure was observed. A more
complete range of vocal folds designs of varied curvature could be investigated for quantifying
the conditions to achieve bistability. A force gauge driven by linear slide could be used to replace
the finger tip to apply force on vocal folds to remove human errors that could present in the tests.
In the pressure curve graphs, the pressure shows a slight decrease during each plateau period,
which could be due to the back pressure driven into the tubes connected to syringe. A check valve
could be used in series with the tubes and could therefore reduce back driven pressure and also
prevent potential air leaks in connections.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we developed a novel vocal fold model and observed bistability in certain elastomer
structures. The round edge artificial vocal folds made from Ecoflex 30 achieved full closure at
a pressure as low as 68.9mbar and the structure could potentially reach full adduction at a
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lower/higher pressure with different elastomers. Further analysis with different materials could
be carried out to quantify the behaviour of this structure, which could then be developed into a
pheumatically actuated soft valve. In the test with vocal folds of non-uniform wall thickness, a
bistable behaviour was observed. The bistable behavior observed in elastomer inspired future
investigation of a bistable balloon actuator in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 3, 4, 5, we investigated the anatomical backgrounds related to larynx and vocal
folds paralysis, and have gained better understanding of the problem by building simulators and












This chapter is a collaboration research between Keren Yue, Krishna Manaswi Digumarti and
Alice Hayes. The contribution are as follows: K.Y led the dissection sessions and A.H led the
development of bellow-shaped actuator. K.Y, KM.D and A.H worked together on the design and
tests with the actuators and conducted the experiments on pig larynx.
Main contributions
• Developed a bellows shaped pneumatic actuated implant as opposed to the current
implants for vocal fold paralysis.
• Tested the bellows actuator in pig larynx and showed promising results.
6.1 Introduction
Figure 6.1 shows one of the most common treatments for unilateral vocal fold paralysis, Type I
Thyroplasty, is where a silastic implant is inserted via a small window on the thyroid cartilage to
push the paralysed vocal fold to the midline, and therefore medialise the vocal folds. However,
current implants (example shown in Figure 6.2) have fixed sizes with lack of mobility, and
as a result patient could experience shortness in breath and difficulties in speaking after the
procedure, as discussed in Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 2.
In this chapter we explore the possibility of a pneumatically actuated soft implant that could
provide a more robust alternative solution to the current methods. This soft implant is made
from soft materials, and can be actuated to variable volumes. We aim to test it in a pig larynx in
the final testing stage and the main technical challenge here is the design of the actuator, and
determining whether it can push the vocal fold towards the midline position.
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Figure 6.1: An illustration of Type I Thyroplasty, reproduced from [20].
Figure 6.2: Montgomery® Thyroplasty Implant.
6.2 Design and fabrication
Initially the size and functionality of the proposed valve was analysed and determined. Normally,
in thyroplasty the window cut into the cartilage is size is approximately 10-15mm wide and
5mm tall, depending on the type of implants. The prototype is to be tested in a cadaverous pig
larynx. Moulds were designed using Autodesk® Inventor® and then 3D printed in Acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene(ABS). Figure 6.3 shows the 3D CAD image of the moulds. The implant design
was inspired by engineered bellows structure which have been used in medical settings such as a
manipulator in minimal invasive surgery. A bellow is compressible, can be fluidically actuated
and can generate a large actuation strain [175]. However in our design, in order to achieve more
effective force distribution directly along the side of vocal folds, unlike the traditional cylindrical
bellows design, we aim to deliver a triangular cross-sectional shape when actuated, similar to the
Montgomery® Thyroplasty Implant, to provide effective closure of the vocal folds. The actuator
was moulded from silicone in 3D printed moulds. ABS was chosen for the moulds because small
tolerances and accurate printing were required to avoid rough edges for this design. The moulds
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Figure 6.3: CAD image of the bellows shaped implant
Figure 6.4: Bellows actuator. Left: Bellows moulded using injection moulding. Right: 3D printed
bellows.
are composed of an inner piece and two outer shells that fit together leaving a consistent gap of
1-2mm around the inner mould. Peg joints and guides were used to ensure that the moulds are
aligned. A small hole was added from the inside base to the outside top of the outer shells to allow
air to escape during the injection moulding. When the injected silicone comes out of the holes, it
was clear that the mould has been fully injected. After 3D printing, the surfaces of the mould
were smoothed using wet & dry abrasive paper and the bellows actuator was moulded. Dragon
Skin™ 30 was mixed, de-gassed in the vacuum chamber and poured into an appropriately sized
syringe. With the mould clamped together with elastic bands, silicone was then slowly injected
from the top until it reached the base and came out of the air holes. The mould was then left
to cure and bonded onto another flat sheet of silicon as its bottom. The moulded bellow (20mm
x 14mm x 16mm, width x depth x height) is shown in Figure 6.4 (left). A 3D-printed bellows
actuator (17mm x 11mm x 14mm) was also manufactured by Object Eden 350V printer using
as a combination of solid (Vero White) and flexible (Tango Black) materials - solid top, base and
inflow tube, flexible bellows. While the tango black flexible material that the Objet printer uses is
not very elastic and prone to tearing over time, this design worked well as a concept and showed
the potential for a bellows design, shown in Figure 6.4 (right).
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Gap height (H)
Force gauge
Figure 6.5: Set up used to characterise the force and displacement of bellows actuator.
6.3 Bellows characterisation
To characterise the bellows actuator, the relationship between force, pressure and volume was
investigated. As shown in Figure 6.5, the bellows actuator was placed between two parallel plates,
which provide a resistive force on the actuator. A load cell was attached to the bottom of the
acrylic plate. As gap height H increases, resistive force reduces. This experiment simulates the
resistive force that occurs in paralysed vocal folds. The bellows actuator was then connected to a
pressure sensor and a hand-driven syringe, with the same connection as illustrated in Figure 5.6
in section 5.2.1.2. Tests were carried out with both the moulded bellows and 3D printed bellows.
During experiments, three injection volumes (2.5, 5, 7ml) were tested for both actuators. Four
gap heights (H = 12, 13.5, 15, 16.5mm) were tested for the moulded bellows whereas gap height
(H = 10, 11mm) were tested for the 3D printed bellows. The gap height were chosen differently
for each bellows due to that size difference. Gap height variations were selected so that it covered
a physiologically plausible range, starting from the actuator being slightly compressed. Air was
gradually pushed into the actuator by the syringe, held for a few seconds, and then released.
Figure 6.6 shows the pressure and force change during inflation and deflation of 2.5ml
injection volume with a 12mm gap height. It can be seen from the graph that pressure and force
have an approximately linear relationship.. Table 6.1 shows the maximum force and maximum
pressure of the moulded bellows actuator under different conditions. It can be seen from the table
that with the same injection volume, a larger gap resulted in lower maximum force and pressure.
In cases of the same gap height, higher volume injection results in higher maximum force and
pressure, as expected. The highest force generated in this actuator was 3.6N and it could retain a
pressure of 161mbar. Table 6.2 shows the resultant maximum pressure and force within the 3D
printed bellows. It can be seen from the table that the results followed the same pattern as with
the moulded bellows: maximum force and pressure increases with volume injection and decrease
with gap height. It could exert similar maximum force and pressure as the moulded bellows. The
higher stiffness of the Tango Black material could be beneficial in implantation as it meant that
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Figure 6.6: Pressure and force change during the inflation and deflation of 2.5ml injection volume.
Moulded bellows

















Table 6.1: Maximum force and pressure generated in moulded bellows.
Objet 3D Printed bellows







Table 6.2: Maximum force and pressure generated in 3D printed bellows.
the actuator could retains pressure without causing shape changing. The moulded bellows, on
the other hand expanded out to the sides if the pressure was increased beyond full inflation, but
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Figure 6.7: Thyroplasty procedure with pig larynx
it has a flexible shape and can be compressed as a whole to fit through a smaller implantation
windows as shown in the results graph.
6.4 Experimental procedure with cadaver demonstration
A pig larynx was used as the test bed for proof-of-concept testing of the bellows actuator. A pig
larynx was chosen because it has similar structures and material properties to human larynx but
bigger in size. A window was cut in the thyroid cartilage in approximately the same position as
the incision made during surgery for the implant, as shown in Figure 6.7. The window size was
approximately 5mm x 10mm, which is approximately the same as in the surgery.
Firstly, the forces required to push vocal folds to midline were measured, by pushing a cone
shaped force gauge through the cartilage window angled towards the back of the vocal folds,
such that as the gauge was pushed in, the vocal fold was repositioned to the central line, as
illustrated in Figure 6.8. The relationship between force and depth of tissue D are plotted in
Figure 6.9. As can be seen, the force required to medialise the vocal fold is very small with an
order of magnitude of 0.1N. The force upon loading and unloading both reached a peak at 10mm
into the tissue. This behaviour is likely due to the structure of larynx at that position.
We then fitted the bellows actuator into the window and inflated it until the vocal fold was
pushed to midline. This was done by driving a syringe by hand.
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Figure 6.8: Illustration of the force measurement set up. Figure reproduced from [21].
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Figure 6.9: Force measured using a cone shaped force gauge.
6.5 Results
Figure 6.10 shows the photo of the bellows actuator fitted into the window on thyroid cartilage.
The bellows was 20mm x 14mm x 16mm, larger than the desired size for implanting. However,
as can be seen here, it was possible to fit the bellows through the cartilage window as it had a
complete soft outer shell and could be compressed slightly.
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Figure 6.10: The fitted bellows actuator in pig larynx
Figure 6.11 shows the end result. With an injection of 1 ml, the bellows actuator moves the
vocal fold effectively over the midline, as shown between the two white lines.
6.6 Discussion
The bellows actuator takes inspiration from bellows but we re-designed in structure from the
traditionally cylindrical shape to a triangular shape so it can push vocal folds towards midline
effectively.
From the force gauge experiment we obtain the force required to effectively close the vocal
folds. This was tested in a pig cadaveric larynx and the human larynx would have different
material properties and would require forces that are different from the pig larynx. But as
explored in Section 6.3, the moulded bellows actuator can exert a maximum force of 3.6N and
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Figure 6.11: Pig larynx showing one side of the vocal folds being pushed to the midline.
should be robust enough, although further tests would be needed to further explore the capability
of this actuator.
This bellows actuator provides several advantages over the current implants, as it is flexible
and can be made from bio-compatitable materials, and can be actuated to different volumes for
different cases of medialisation. By inflating and deflating it according to patients’ needs for
breathing, coughing and speaking, it is expected to be a more effective implant and to improve the
quality of life for thyroplasty patients. Such active actuation requires power and nerve/muscle
feedback from the human body, and this could be explored in future work.
6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we designed and fabricated a bellows actuator as an alternative solution to the
current implants for type 1 thyroplasty. The bellows actuator was tested in a pig larynx and could
push the vocal folds to midline effectively.
In the next chapter, we will explore the concept of bistability in elastomers and investigate
more deeply an actuation method that can lead to the development of a more robust, actively












In the previous chapter, we observed bistability in the moulded vocal folds structures with non-
uniform wall thickness. This suggests that by combining bistablility and soft elastomer actuation,
we can realise a device that can actuate utilising surrounding muscles and which can hold its
actuated state, or its rest state, without the need for external power sources. In this chapter we
explore the bistability of inflated elastomer membranes. We first test fundamental bistability in
inflated flat membranes, to explore how different materials affect the snap through behaviour.
We then evaluate the stress-strain curve and mullins effect in a single latex balloon; we then
explore the bistablility in two connected latex spherical balloons, using pressure as an external
driving force. Finally we carried out preliminary tests using catheter balloons.
Main contributions
• Characterised the snap-through behaviour in two inter-connected latex balloons.
• Explored the effect of different materials in snap through behaviour.
• Preliminary test with two connected catheter balloons show promising results towards
an bistable balloon actuator that can be used for treating vocal folds paralysis.
7.1 Introduction
Hyper-elastic materials are characterised by their ability to undergo large elastic deformation,
although their behaviour exhibits stress softening, hysteresis and cyclic softening during the
deformation process [176]. Stress softening describes the irreversible material softening that
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Figure 7.1: Stress–strain responses in filled rubbers showing the mullins effect for three different
strain cycles 12, 34 and 56. Figure reproduced from [22]
occurs when the load increases beyond its prior all-time maximum value, such that the next
deformation results in lower stress. Hysteresis describes the dynamic lag between stress and
strain during loading and unloading, and is due to energy dissipated due to material internal
friction and is not permanent. Cyclic softening describes the cyclic stress softening due to the
loss of stiffness under cyclic loading conditions. Hysteresis and cyclic stress in filled rubbers are
captured in The Mullins effect, introduced by Mullins in 1969 [177]. An example is shown in
Figure 7.1. Phenomena associated to Mullins effect have yet to be fully understood, but from cyclic
uniaxial tension tests done by Diani et al., it is noted that most of the softening appears after the
first loading cycle and that after a few more cycles (up to 10 cycles are reported in literature), the
material responses stabilise [178]. Hyperelastic material models have been developed to predict
the non-linear stress-strain behaviour of elastomers, such as the Neo-Hookean [179], Mooney-
Rivlin [180, 181], Ogden [182] and Gent models [183]. One well known example of a hyper-elastic
material is a latex balloon which may undergo a snap through instability and change volume
drastically at a certain pressure [25, 184]. Dynamics and instability in tubular or spherically
balloons have been studied analytically ([185, 186, 187, 188, 189]) as well as experimentally
([190, 191]). In practical applications, soft pneumatic actuators have been developed utilising
tubular balloons [24], for amplified force with small volume by harnessing bistability [25]; by
combining dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) and inflated hyperelastic membranes [192]. Soft,
bistable valves utilising pressure differences in chambers have also been developed which take
advantage of the bistability behaviour in a separation membrane [23]. Some of these examples
are shown in Figure 7.2.
One main advantage of bistable soft actuators is that they can operate without the need for
on board electronics, controllers, or power sources. In this thesis, the main goal is to develop an
actuator for treating vocal fold paralysis, where the movement of vocal folds could be simplified
into two states: adduction and abduction. Thus integrating bistabilty into the current actuator
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A
Figure 7.2: Examples of bistable actuator and balloon actuators. A: Bistable valve, image repro-
duced from [23]. B: The SLiT actuator, image reproduced from [24]. C: Tubular bistable balloon
actuator, image reproduced from [25] .
prototype could provide opportunities for a simple self-controlled implant. Theoretical analysis
has been done to analyse the bistability in two connected DEA balloons [193] but no practical
investigation has been carried out. In this chapter we begin with quantifying basic characteristics
in simple inflated membranes. Subsequently we explore bistable behaviours in coupled balloons.
Finally we demonstrate the potential of this approach with bistable actuation of commercial
catheters. The main technical challenge we address here is to characterise the volume and
pressure change to show that in principle it works in the pressure range for our developed bellows
actuator in the previous chapter.
7.2 Bistability in inflated elastomer membranes
In this section we further investigate the fundamental characteristics of snap through with
hyperelastic materials using a series of inflated flat membranes. This was conducted before
tests on more complex solutions (Section 7.3) in which the structure is expected to play a role in
bistability and repeatability.
7.2.1 Membrane Characteristics
We first test characteristics of inflated elastomer membranes by looking into the Mullins effect.
Five different hyperelastic membranes were tested: Qualatex balloon, condom (Durex), Ther-
aband, VHB 4905 (3M) and VHB 4910. Figure 7.3 illustrates the experiment set up where a
sandwich of three acrylic layers and one elastomer membrane was fabricated. Membranes were
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Figure 7.3: Membrane test setup illustration
cut and glued onto layer 2 with as little stretch as possible, which was then clamped between
the other two layers. The top and bottom layer plates were made from 10mm thick acrylic and
the middle layer plate was made from 2mm thick acrylic. They were all manufactured by laser
cutting. Layer 3 had a 6mm hole at the centre, which was then fitted with a push-fit connector
that further connects to an air pump (Parker E161-11-050). Layer 2 had a 40mm aperture. Layer
3 had 60mm aperture, the main function of layer 3 was to enhance the airtight assembly in
the membrane layer, the aperture size was chosen so that it was larger than the expanded
diameter of membrane. Laser displacement sensor (Keyence LK-G402) was used to measure
the displacement at the centre of the membrane and a differential pressure sensor (Honeywell
SSCSNBN015PDAA5) was used to record pressure change.
Prior to characterisation test, membranes were inflated to displacement = 30mm with video
recordings to check whether the membrane expansion were spherical. Figure 7.4 shows a cropped
image during an expansion from video. Post-image processing was applied to the image by
extracting three sets of random points along the edge of membrane where each set contains three
sets of (x,y) points, as presented in Table 7.1. Calculation from 5 sets gave radius with 0.02mm
standard deviations. This shows that the membrane expansion was close to uniform and can be
treated as spherical, as a first approximation.
First Set Second Set Third Set Mean± SD
Centre (-6.43, -0.14) (-6.38, -0.14) (-6.43, -0.14) (-6.41±0.03,
-0.14±0.004 )
Radius 15.68 15.73 15.70 15.70±0.021
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Figure 7.4: Fitting a circle using three points on the membrane surface.
Table 7.1: Radius and centres calculated by extracting random points along the edge of membrane.
7.2.1.1 Mullins effect in different material membranes
We then tested the Mullins effect in membranes. The experimental procedure is as follows:
1. Pump air into membrane until laser displacement records a displacement of 30mm.
2. Immediately release air in balloons.
The process was repeated 15 times, results shown in Figure 7.5. Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 show
the pressure and displacement for different materials upon first inflation (Fig.7.6) and in the
first three cycles (Fig.7.7), where pressure changes were the most significant, as can be seen in
Figure 7.5. Inflation pressures at first three cycles are tabulated in Table 7.2.
As can been seen from Figure 7.5,7.6, 7.7 and Table 7.2, VHB 4910 had the highest inflation
pressure, followed by VHB 4905, Qualatex balloon, Theraband and condom. It also took longest
time to reach 30mm displacement and had the slowest unloading speed among all materials.
This could be due to its high viscosity. Among all materials, condom had the fastest loading and
unloading response with very small stress softening effect upon the first three cycles.
Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3
Balloon 156.7 138.1 134.4
Condom 48.15 47.52 46.85
TheraBand 120.6 92.66 90.84
VHB 4905 204.1 179.2 171.8
VHB 4910 327.7 286.5 272.2
Table 7.2: First peak pressure (mbar) at first 3 cycles.
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Figure 7.5: The Mullins effect of five membranes in the first 15 cycles of inflation.
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Figure 7.6: Pressure and displacement of 1st cycle in membrane test.
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Time(s)



































Figure 7.7: Pressure and displacement of first 3 cycles in membrane Mullins test
7.2.2 Snap through using point force
From membrane characteristic tests we found that condom, among all 5 materials, had the fastest
response for both loading and unloading, with minimum stress softening effect, and thus would
be the best choice for testing the snap-through effect. In this section we investigate the snap
through and bistability in two connected inflated condom membrane structures.
Condom membranes were glued onto the same device described in Figure 7.3. Two of such
deviced were then connected using pressurised tubes via push-fit connectors. A hand-driven
syringe was used to pump air into membranes, a pressure sensor was used to measure pressure
changes between the two membranes. A point force was used to drive snap through. This was
done by mounting a load cell on to a linear slide, with a 3D printed cylindrical pointer directed to
the centre of membrane. The set up is shown in Figure 7.8.
100ml of air was injected into dome actuator by hand. Then the linear slide moved the load
cell and pointer towards the inflated membrane, this is controlled by an Arduino through Matlab.
The linear slide was stopped once snap through effect was observed. The laser displacement
sensor was pointed towards the un-inflated membrane side. Pressure, force and displacement
during the process were recorded using a National Instruments data acquisition device and
shown in Figure 7.9.
As can be seen from Figure 7.9, upon inflation with 100ml air, the un-inflated membrane
side inflated slightly, the displacement then dropped and stabilised at 10mm of displacement.
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Figure 7.8: Photo of the experiment set up of snap-through upon point force exertion.
This represents the first stable point where the other membrane was stretched out and became a
dome completely. The inflation pressure was 19 mbar. The pressure between the two membranes
peaked again at snap-through point at 18 mbar (approx. 43sec) and stabilised again quickly, the
time taken for snap through, from displacement = 10 mm to 40 mm, was only 1.5 seconds, with a
force required of approximately 1N.
The point of snap-through phenomenon was shown by frames in Figure 7.10. As can be seen
from the photos, after reaching snap through pressure, air moved from one inflated membrane
(right) to another (left) spontaneously without additional force.
7.3 Bistability in two connected balloons
In this section, we explore bistability and snap-through in two connected latex balloons. We start
by evaluating the stress strain curve and Mullins effect in a single latex balloon. We then explore
snap through behaviour by placing one balloon into a pressurised chamber and the other in
atmospheric pressure. Pressure was used as a driving force to transition between stable states.
Qualatex balloons (product 43552) made with clear latex were used in experiments carried out in
this section.
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Figure 7.9: Snap through using condom as membrane. Red circle marks the snap through point. a)
Inflation of the membrane. b) Forced applied to enable snap through. C) Snap through achieved.
Figure 7.10: Frames capturing snap through behaviour in dome actuator.
7.3.1 Single balloon characteristics
To investigate the characteristics a single latex balloon exhibits, firstly we measured the pressure
volume curve. The balloon was inflated to strain ε=1 and deflated 15 times using an air pump
prior to experiment to remove the Mullins effect according to literature [178]. Strain is defined
as ε=∆L/L, where L is the pole height of a new balloon. It was then inflated at a constant rate
until it ruptured or exploded.
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Figure 7.11: Mullins Experiment Setup
Figure 7.12: Sample image processing for one image, showing reconstructed 3D model (right).
7.3.1.1 Pressure volume curve
The experiment set up is illustrated in Figure 7.11. An air pump (Parker E161-11-050), a pressure
sensor (Honeywell SSCSNBN015PDAA5) and a latex balloon were connected using a 3-way push-
fit valve. The latex balloon was securely wrapped around the valve using two zip ties. A laser
displacement sensor (Keyence LK-G402) was placed in line with the latex balloon, with the laser
pointing at the tip of the latex balloon.
Volume inside the balloon was estimated by post image processing using MATLAB, sample
processing of a single frame is shown in Figure 7.12. A 3D balloon was reconstructed from the 2D
image assuming uni-axial expansion.
Figure 7.13 shows the pressure volume expansion curve of a Qualatex balloon. It can be seen
from Figure 7.13 that the balloon has 4ml air volume at rest (pre-inflation). Pressure rapidly rose
to its first peak of 95.27 mbar and dipped to 40 mbar before it gradually rose again. It reached
breaking point with a pressure of 105.2 mbar and volume of 1418 ml. States of the balloon in the
first and break point of the inflation process are circled in red.
7.3.1.2 Mullins effect
We then investigate the Mullins effect in Qualatex balloons by considering two parameters: the
maximum inflation strain and the number of loading/unloading cycles. Maximum strain was
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Figure 7.13: Pressure Volume graph of Balloon, from non-inflated to rupture.
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Figure 7.14: First peak pressure of different cycles of mullins effect
varied from 1 to 5, and the number of cycles was chosen to be 15, higher than in the previous
literature [178]. The experiment set up was the same as in the previous section (Figure 7.11).
A new, unstreched balloon was inflated to a certain strain and then deflated to atmospheric
pressure 15 times. For each maximum strain value the process was repeated with 3 balloons.
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Cycle 1 Cycle 5 Cycle 10 Cycle 15
ε = 1 113.74 93.40 89.94 88.08
ε = 2 110.40 72.86 67.24 64.20
ε = 3 114.13 48.40 44.39 42.92
ε = 4 112.50 41.95 39.34 38.44
ε = 5 111.75 39.02 34.66 32.85
Table 7.3: First peak pressure (mbar) of Mullins Effect for different ε and different number of
cycles.
Figure 7.14 shows the how first peak pressure (inflation pressure) varies with cyclic infla-
tion/deflation. Table 7.3 tabulates the mean values of first inflation peak pressure during different
cycles. It can be seen from the figure and the table that in all cases the greatest material softening
happened between the first and second cycle, and the peak pressure began to stabilise after the
10th cycle, which comply with literature [178]. Comparison between the cyclic softening curve
between different strains also shows that larger strain results in greater material softening.
Percentage stress softening after 15 cycles was calculated and presented in Table 7.4, showing
the stress softening was more than tripled when the balloons were stretched to ε = 5 compare to ε
= 1.
Strain(ε) 1 2 3 4 5
Percentage Softening(%) 22.56 41.85 62.39 65.83 70.60
Table 7.4: Percentage softening throughput Mullins cycling, for 15 cycles.
7.3.1.3 Discussion
In this section we characterised the Qualatax balloons that are to be used in bistability experi-
ments. The pressure curve and Mullins effect was measured and analysed. The Mullins Effect
describes the stress softening effect in elastomers. As strain increases, the stress softening effect
becomes more significant. Results complied with existing literature. As can be seen from the
Mullins test, the Qualatex balloons have very similar, although varied, inflation peak pressure at
first cycle, showing that the quality of balloons were relatively consistent and could be comparable
as replicates for experiments. In following experiments we pre-stretch the balloon 15 times prior
to any tests to remove any influence caused by the Mullins effect and therefore ensure balloons
have constant inflation peak pressure.
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Figure 7.15: Photo of the experiment set up to test bistablility in two connected balloons. Left:
balloon outside the chamber with laser. Right: balloon inside the chamber.
7.3.2 Snap through in two connected balloons
In this section we explore bistability in two connected balloons, using pressure as an external
driving force. An air-tight pressurised chamber was designed and built to ensure that when
actuated, pressure acting on balloon surface is uniform. The pressure chamber can also simulate
the muscle contraction in human body, such that when the actuator is implanted it would
experience pressure from its surroundings.
7.3.2.1 Experiment procedure
Experiment set up is shown in Figure 7.15 and illustrated in Figure 7.16. Two balloons, each
wrapped tightly around connectors using zip-ties, were connected via a 30cm high-pressure tube.
One balloon, Balloonin, was placed inside pressure chamber and the other balloon, Balloonout,
was placed in atmospheric pressure, with a laser displacement sensor (Keyence LK-G402) point-
ing at its pole. Two pumps were used to pump air into balloons (Parker E161-11-050) and the
pressure chamber (Parker D743-21-01) respectively. Two differential pressure sensors (Honey-
well SSCSNBN015PDAA5) were utilised to measure pressure inside chamber (Pchamber) and
pressure inside balloons (Pballoon). Since mutiple states were required in the bistability experi-
ments, solenoid valves (SMC VDW250-5G-2-01F-Q) were adopted throughout the connections for
switching connections (eg: connecting to pump or to open air). The system was controlled using a
data acqusition device (National Instruments, 6002) and data were collected by a second device
(National Instruments, 6211), simultaneously through MATLAB.
Both balloons were pre-streched 15 times to ε = 1.5 and the experiment procedure was as
follows:
1. Pump air into Balloonin while the pressure chamber was opened to air, two balloons were
not connected at this stage with solenoid valve in between closed. Duration was set to be 20
seconds.
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Figure 7.16: An illustration of experiment set up to test bistablility in two connected balloons.
2. Open the valve between two balloons so that they are connected. Duration was set to be 5
seconds.
3. Pump air into the pressure chamber. Driving the air inside Balloonin to flow to Balloonout.
Pumping continues after snap through. Duration was set to be 30 seconds.
4. Open pressure chamber to air so that pressure in chamber gradually falls to atmospheric
pressure. Duration was set to be 30 seconds.
5. Release air in balloons. Duration was set to be 15 seconds.
7.3.2.2 Snap-through behaviour
Snap through behaviour describes an instability of a structure, where the displacement suddenly
changes from one configuration to another, even without an increase of the external load. This
phenomenon was observed in the two connected balloons and data captured is shown in Figure
7.17. It shows the pressure and displacement change during the experiment procedure discussed
in the previous section, with each line marking the end of each step. (Step 1 before yellow line,
step 2 between yellow and purple line, step 3 between purple and green, step 4 between green
and blue, step 5 after blue line.) Figure 7.18 presents crop images showing representative state
changes during the experiment.
Because the two balloon were not connected at the beginning, pressure in balloons recorded
in step 1 was the pressure occurred inside Balloonin only. As expected pressure inside the two
interconnected balloons, Pballoon follows a standard expansion curve while Pchamber recorded
0 mbar pressure change, and displacement recorded was also 0. During step 2, balloons were
connected. This results in a subtle pressure drop in Pballoon and a slight increase in displacement,
due to the airflow from Balloonin to Balloonout. The increase in total balloon volume caused
decrease in Pballoon. In step 3, Pchamber starts to increase, resulting in a increase in Pballoon,
as force is exerted on the surface of Balloonin. At around t = 30s, Pballoon plateaues whilst
displacement suddenly increases, this was where snap through occurrs and air flowed from
Balloonin to Balloonout. At the same time Pchamber dipped slightly because volume have reduced
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Figure 7.17: Pressure and displacement change during snap through experiment. Circles with
numbers show correct step 1-5.
inside the chamber as Balloonin contained less air. After the snap through phenomenon, Pchamber
continues to increase due to continued pumping and the displacement increases slightly because
the increasing pressure acting on Balloonin, which further pushes the air left in Balloonin into
Balloonout. Displacement drops back slightly in step 4, when the chamber was open to air and
Pchamber gradually drops to atmospheric pressure, the two balloons balanced at a stable state
with no external force, as shown in Figure 7.18.
7.3.2.3 Snap through with increasing tube length
In medical applications or robot locomotion, being able to control displacement change at a
distance has always been advantageous in many scenarios and could broaden applications. In
the previous section we demonstrated the bistability and snap-through effect in two connected
balloons. We now investigate the concept further by increasing the connecting tube length, to
understand more of the snap through effect in bistable balloon structures.
In this experiment the same process was used as described in Section 7.3.2.1, but the connect-
ing tube length between two balloons was changed from 30cm to approximately 25m. Results
are presented in Figure 7.19. As can be seen from the graphs, the responses for the 30cm and
25m tubes were almost the same, with the main differences appears in the snap-through section
(3) with Pballoon and displacement. With both lengths, Pballoon reached ‘snap through pressure’
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Figure 7.18: A photo showing representative state changes of the two balloons during the
experiment.
at similar times, however it took longer for air to flow through in 25m tube from Balloonin to
Balloonout and therefore the gradient is less steep as compared to 30cm tube. Snap through and
bistability were still exhibited in both cases.
7.3.2.4 Snap through with different initial volume
As observed in Section 7.3.1.2, cyclic stress softening in latex balloon increases with strain applied.
In this section we explore the effect of different initial volumes on the snap-through behaviour.
Balloon were pre-streched to the 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600ml 15 times respectively to
overcome the Mullins effect. We then follow the same procedure described in Section 7.3.2.1, the
only change made being at step 1, where Balloonin was inflated to a range volumes.
To observe the difference more clearly, Figure 7.20 only shows the pressure change inside the
balloons during step 3 (pumping air into the chamber to induce snap through), step 4 (chamber
ventilated) and step 5 (balloons ventilated). As can be seen from the graph, initial stresses
were less for higher initial volumes, adhering to the observations in Section 7.3.1.2. As a result,
snap-through pressures were also lower at higher volumes and it took longer time to snap
through.
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Figure 7.19: Comparison of pressure and displacement change during snap through with different
tube lengths. Circles with numbers show correct step 1-5.
7.3.2.5 Discussion
In this section we investigated fundamental bistability and snap-through behaviour in two
connected latex balloons, as well as with varied connection tube length and varied initial volume.
The initial inflation pressure of the latex balloons was approximately 70 mbar with ε = 1.5, and
the snapping through pressures were found to be similar to the inflation pressure regardless of
tube length. This is because both balloons are identical and have similar inflation curves. The
inflation of Balloonout depends on pressure exceeding its inflation pressure, which is similar to
that for Balloonin. Further investigations could be carried out with balloons in different initial
states (e.g balloons with different initial volumes, different sizes), as this could affect the pressure
required to snap through between them.
In our set up only one pressurised chamber was used to prove the concept, and tests were
only carried out to snap through from Balloonin to Balloonout. Another pressure chamber could
be built to accommodate Balloonout and the snap-through effect should occur both ways. Also
in our tests, Balloonout was in atmospheric pressure at all times, and the additional pressure
chamber could simulate cases when Balloonout was placed in pressurised environments.
It is also noted that at snap-through the chamber pressure were at around 21.4 mbar. This
finding shows that less force were require to initiate snap-through in the two balloons to produce
a higher output pressure (through snap-through inflation of Balloonout to approximately 70mbar)
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Figure 7.20: Pressure-time curve comparison for balloon pressure Pballoon between snap through
with different initial volumes. Step 3 - 5 was marked in figure.
as a result. According to literature, the measured interarytenoid pressure was 15-113mbar [194].
The chamber pressure was in this range, which shows that the pressure around vocal folds should
be sufficient to snap open an implanted bistable balloon actuator. However the latex balloons
used here are too large compare to the size of vocal folds. Therefore a smaller implant design
exploiting this bistable snap-through principle should be built and tested in following work.
In the test rig, only one laser sensor was used to measure displacement of the outer balloon.
Ideally the displacement of the inner balloon should be measured as well. This was not imple-
mented because the current pressure chamber was made from 10mm pyrex of a clear cylindrical
shape and thus causes light distortion. This could be improved in future designs.
7.3.3 Snap through in catheters
In the last section we proved the concept of the snap-through bistable actuation method in latex
balloons. In this section we adopted this principle to two connected balloon catheters. Catheters
were chosen because they are bio-compatible, and have already been widely used for medical
applications.
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Figure 7.21: Inflation curve of catheter
7.3.3.1 Catheter characteristics
Urinal catheters were used in all experiments. Each catheter was inflated 15 times prior to
experiments to remove the influence of the Mullins effect. We first test the inflation curve of a
single catheter using a similar experiment set up as described in Section 7.3.1.1, a hand-driven
syringe was used instead of the pump, to control inflation volume.
Experiment procedure was as follows: 25ml of air was injected into catheter using a syringe,
and then the syringe was pulled out. Air was maintained in the catheter balloon because of
the one-way valve design in the catheter. Figure 7.21 shows the inflation curve of a catheter
with 25ml of air injection. It can be seen from the graph that the inflation pressure is almost 10
times higher in a catheter (600 mbar) as compared to a latex balloon (70mbar). It then fell and
stabilised at 350mbar, the inflation curve follows the general shape of that of a latex balloon.
We then tested the snap through effect in two connected catheters, with the main components
illustrate in Figure 7.22) and the 5-step procedure was as follows:
1. Wait 3 seconds for system initiation. Then pump 25ml air into Catheterin while the pressure
chamber was opened to air, two catheters were not connected at this stage with solenoid
valve in between closed. Duration was set to be 10 seconds.
2. Open the valve between two catheters so that they are connected. Duration was set to be 5
seconds.
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Figure 7.22: Experiment setup for catheter snap through tests.
3. Pump air into the pressure chamber, driving the air inside Catheterin to flow to Catheterout.
Pumping continues after snap through. Duration was set to be 100 seconds.
4. Open pressure chamber to air so that pressure in chamber gradually falls to atmospheric
pressure.
5. Open all connecting valves to air.
The procedure was similar to those described in Section 7.3.2.1, with the main differences being:
in step 1, a hand-driven syringe was used as opposed to the pump for precise volume injection; in
step 3, time of pumping inside chamber was increased to 100 seconds, because catheters have
high inflation pressure and required higher chamber pressure to initiate snap through. In the
first experiment, the beaker was empty, Catheterout was placed in atmospheric pressure.
As can be seen from Figure 7.23, the initial inflation pressure of Catheterin was 594.2 mbar
and the pressure in catheters increased slightly before dipped to 300 mbar when two catheters
were connected. The increase in pressure was different from the snap through in latex balloons,
and could be due to the equalisation of pressure from Catheterin to Catheterout. Pressure in the
catheters increase as air was pumped into the chamber and snap through occurred at an internal
catheter pressure Pcatheter of 462.8 mbar, when chamber pressure Pchamber reached 189 mbar.
Pressure in catheters dropped slightly from 316 mbar to 300 mbar when chamber was ventilated,
but was otherwise stable.
7.3.3.2 Snap through in ballistic jelly
To investigate the snap-through capabilities of this system in muscles, we used ballistic jelly to
provide muscle-like surrounding pressure.
Ballistic gelatin is a testing medium that has been scientifically correlated to the density
and viscosity of swine muscle tissue, which is in turn comparable to human muscle tissue and is
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Figure 7.23: Snap through behaviour in two connected catheters. Circles with numbers show
correct step 1-5
Figure 7.24: Photoelastic experiment showing the inflation and deflation of an catheter in jelly.
widely used to test the effect of wound injuries [195]. For this test we used 300g Bloom (Sigma
Aldrich) gelatin and mixed with warm water at a mass ratio of gelatin : water = 1:9. Bloom is a
test to measure the strength of a gelatin and the bloom value can be ranged from 30 - 300g Bloom.
Higher bloom value indicates higher melting and gelling points and shorter curing time [196]. A
10x10x10 cm clear square pot was used as the container for gelatin mixture. We then placed one
catheter into the uncured jelly mixture and cured in a fridge. Photo of a catheter moulded into
the jelly is shown in Figure 7.26. Photoelastic experiment was carried out to visualise the stress
distribution of the catheter inside the jelly, upon inflation and deflation. Results are shown in
Figure 7.24.
The experimental procedure was to Section 7.3.3.1, with the beaker being replaced by ballistic
gelatin, and pumping time in Step 3 increased from 100s to 300s to allow sufficient time for snap
through. Resultant pressure curves are shown in Figure 7.25. Figure 7.26 shows the catheter
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Figure 7.25: Snap through behaviour in two connected catheters with one catheter (Catheterout)
in ballistic gelatin. Circles with numbers show correct step 1-5.
before and after snap through inside the jelly.
As can be seen from Figure 7.25, the pressure inside the catheters showed a different
profile as compared to all the previous experiments. The first peak marks the inflation pressure
of Catheterin at 673 mbar. The Pcatheter then followed similar curves as before, increased as
Pchamber increased to 382.1 mbar, at which point air flows from through Catheterin to Catheterout
and snap through was observed at Pcatheter = 630mbar. The snap through process took around
150 seconds, which was the longest compared to previous tests. After snap-through, Pcatheter
dipped slightly as the catheters settle into a new bistable state. A further drop in pressure was
observed shortly after the chamber was ventilated to 31.16 mbar, at which point Pcatheter dropped
and stablised at 301.5 mbar. This drop could be due to the air being pushed back from Catheterout
to Catheterin while Pchamber dropped to atmospheric pressure. Pressure exerted by gelatin was
not large enough to change the state of the catheters and thus the system remains stable. The
stabilising pressure was comparable to that in the first experiment, shown in Figure 7.23.
7.3.3.3 Snap through in chicken breast
Although ballistic gelatin is able to create muscle-like density and viscosity, it lacks the sim-
ilarities in tissue structures and textures. Therefore in our final experiment, we tested the
snap-through in a chicken breast.
A pre-stretched catheter was inserted into the middle of a chicken breast. The experimental
procedure was similar to Section 7.3.3.1, with the beaker being replaced by the chicken breast.
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Figure 7.26: Photo of catheter in jelly, before and after snap through.



































Figure 7.27: Snap through behaviour in two connected catheters with one catheter in chicken
breast. Circles with numbers show correct step 1-5.
Resultant pressure curves are shown in Figure 7.27. Figure 7.28 shows the before and after
snap-through photo of the chicken breast.
As can be seen from Figure 7.27, pressure inside the catheters followed a similar profile as
compared to snap through into water and into atmospheric pressure. The inflation pressure
of Catheterin was 524.4 mbar. Snap through was observed when Pchamber rose to 342 mbar,
at which Pcatheter was at 587.1 mbar. This was different compare to the previous experiments,
as the snapping through pressures were lower than the inflation pressures. The snap through
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Figure 7.28: Photo of catheter in chicken breast, before and after snap through.
process took around 125 seconds, which was longer than snap through into water and air, but
shorter compared to snap-through into gelatin. After snap through, Pcatheter dipped slightly as
the catheters achieved a new bistable state and after chamber ventilation, stablised at 355.6
mbar.
7.3.3.4 Discussion
In this section we conducted experiments with two connected catheters, and explored the effect
of different surrounding pressures of Catheterout on the snap-through phenomenon utilising
ballistic gelatin and chicken breast.
Ballistic gelatin simulated the muscle in the human body as it is widely used for ballistic
tests. Chicken breast simulated not only the muscle strength but also the tissue properties in the
surrounding. This was a proof-of-concept test as chicken breast is not comparable to living human
muscle tissues. Both tests show promising results as the bistable catheter system remained
stable when pressure around Catheterin dropped to atmospheric pressure. This showes that
such a system could keep bistability in the human body and thus could be further developed into
implants in different body parts. The snap through process, however, took 150 seconds, which
was not ideal for fast actions. This could be the limitation of the pump used in the system. This
can be improved by replacing the current pump with a more powerful pump or an air compressor,





In this chapter we explored bistability and the snap through behaviour in latex balloons, catheters
and elastomer membranes.
Condom material was chosen to implement the dome actuator after preliminary tests showed
its ability of fast loading and unloading. This feature is advantageous in developing implant for
vocal fold paralysis as well as developing binary robots that requires fast actuation. However,
features observed in materials such as VHB show a high inflation pressure and a relatively
low stabilising pressure, which meant that these materials could be more stable during state
transformation and thus they could be used in cases where stability is more important than fast
snap-through.
In the dome actuator developed, an external force is required to induce snap through behaviour.
This design could be made more compact by exploring different actuation methods. A possible
future development would be using SMA as a driving force.
Tests with two connected latex balloons showed that snap through could happen with less
driving pressure compare to internal pressures inside balloons, and that it could happen with
extended tube length and increased initial balloon volume. The snap-through time increased
with tube length. Possible applications from the long tube tests could be enabling binary control
of an actuator from a distance.
Tests with two connected catheters follows similar set ups as with balloons. Catheters had
thicker materials and can tolerate higher pressure, but also require higher driving pressures to
enable snap through. Experiments with catheters successfully showed snap-through into ballistic
gelatin and chicken breast. These broadens the application of this concept not only to design
a implant for vocal folds paralysis, but also for other body parts where higher output force is
required.
Tests with spherical membranes lead to preliminary tests of a condom dome actuator, where
point force was used to demonstrate snap-through phenomenon. This actuator had low inflation
pressure compared to other materials and balloon shapes, and can perform state change in under
1.5 seconds. It shows the ability of exploiting fast manoeuvre/size change using the principle of
snap-through in soft materials.
A photo of a preminilary test is shown in Figure 7.29. In this set up an SMA coil was
wrapped around the surface of membrane (contained in an insulating sleeve). The SMA could
also be embedded inside the dome of the actuator to allow complete softness of the structure. In
preliminary tests, the actuator snapped through when current was passed through the SMA and
it contracted.
In conclusion, bistability and snap-through behaviour exhibited in inflated hyperelastic
materials can have broad applications in medical applications, building binary robots utilising
state changes caused by two or multiple balloons/spherical membranes.Different output forces
and different driving forces could be selected by choosing different elastomer, or different 3D
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Figure 7.29: Snap through with SMA wrapped around the surface membrane.
structures. In future work, more physical experiments and computational are needed to fully











This thesis investigates laryngeal disorders, with an emphasis on vocal fold paralysis, and aims
to propose an alternative solution to the current implants used in medialisation thyroplasty
surgery. We have achieved the aims proposed at the beginning of this thesis and by make the
following contributions to the field:
1. Developed a novel assistive coughing device, CoughAid, to mimic the function of the glottis.
Preliminary results from a small cohort of post-laryngectomy patients show positive impact
on coughing effciency using CoughAid.
2. Built a computer-controlled respiratory simulator to simulate human breathing and cough-
ing, which can accurately produce comparable peak flow rate and volume.
3. Built a motor-controlled model to simulate the movement of arytenoid cartilage, and a soft
valve that mimics the opening and closing of vocal folds.
4. Designed and fabricated a bellows actuator which provides effective closure in a pig larynx.
Investigations into a novel bistable balloon actuation method were experimentally charac-
terised in pressurised chambers and demonstrated controllable and stable shape changing
abilities.
8.1 Summary of results
Although vocal fold paralysis is a well-studied clinical disorder and continual efforts are being
taken to improve surgical procedures, there has been little focus on enhancing the treatments
with soft robotics. This is despite the biocompatibility and mobility provided by soft robotic
implants, which could provide new dynamic solutions to this condition.
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Therefore in this thesis, we aimed to carry out preliminary tests to show the feasibility of
integrating soft robotics into current treatments, as well as building prototypes to prove the
principle by testing such an actuator in a pig larynx.
Prior to device development, given that coughing can be problematic in patients suffering
voice disorders, we investigated the importance of strong glottal closure in cough efficiency,
and designed and tested an assistive coughing device, CoughAid (Chapter 3). Experimental
studies with patients with laryngecotomies and a control group have shown improvement in
coughing parameters using CoughAid in both groups. This device could be made more portable
and serve rehabilitation purposes for post-larygectomy people. It is important to understand the
mechanism behind the motion of the larynx. We used the same solenoid valve that mimics the
glottis function in CoughAid and set the foundations for investigating the human respiratory
system by building a computer-controlled simulator that can correctly simulate the peak flow
rate and volume in breathing and coughing (Chapter 4). This focused on mimicking breathing
and coughing, because these are the primary problems faced by vocal paralysis patients. This
study led to the development of the respiratory simulator, which can not only reproduce the key
parameters, but is also able to mimick the full profile of breathing and coughing.
Following investigations of the respiratory system, we then analused the movement of the
vocal folds (Appendix B). The arytenoid cartilage is central to the motions of the vocal folds.
However, the precise relationship between the arytenoid cartilage movement and vocal fold
positions has yet to be fully understood. We therefore designed and built a mechanical simulator
of the arytenoid cartilage, based on pinier theory, which successfully performed rocking, sliding
and rotation manoeuvres described in computational models. This model only focuses on re-
creating movements of the arytenoid cartilage without considering interactions with muscle or
other cartilages. The simulator provides a visual aid for understanding the movement of the
arytenoid cartilages and could be further developed into a teaching platform.
We then examine the structures of the vocal folds (Chapter 5). Material properties and
composition of vocal fold layers have been studies extensively, however existing artificial vocal
folds are mostly static or move passively during phonation tests. We took inspiration from the
shape of glottis opening and build a novel artificial vocal fold structure that functions as a soft
vocal fold-like valve when pneumatically actuated.
With more understanding of the physiological system related to vocal folds, we then moved
onto the development of soft implantable devices. The main vocal fold functions desired for
patients with vocal fold paralysis are phonation, breathing and coughing. We identify that better
airway management and improved voice quality could be achieved by improving vocal fold
mobility in the lateral axis. A soft robotic implant we proposed that could provide mobility in
lateral directions, such that the function of paralysed vocal cords could be restored in terms of
abduction and abduction.
A bellows shaped elastomer actuator was designed and moulded, which could expand to a
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triangular shape under pneumatic actuation (Chapter 6). Tests of the bellow actuator in a pig
larynx have shown effective closure of vocal folds under low pressure and low volume injection.
The limitation of this design is that the actuator needs to be driven by compressed fluid and
implanting such a power source is challenging in the human body. To address this issue, we
investigated semi-active actuators by exploring the bistability and snap-though instabilities in
hyperelastic materials (Chapter 7). Connected flat membranes and connected latex balloons were
used to test the characteristics of the snap-through phenomenon in inflated elastomers. Results
show that bistability exhibits regardless of the connecting tube length or initial volume inside
balloons. The principle was subsequently tested on two connected urethral catheters, with one
catheter embedded in muscle-like gelatine and chicken breast, and results show that controllable
bistability persists. These preliminary results highlight the robustness and repeatability of
bistable and snap through behaviours in biocompatitable materials, and offer a new way of









































Figure 8.1: Simulators and devices developed in this thesis with regard to clinical relevance.
A: CoughAid, B: Respiratory simulator, C: Artifical vocal folds, D:Bellows actuator, E: Bistable
balloons actuator.
Figure 8.1 shows the simulators and devices that have been built during this research, and
their clinical impact relevance and stages of development. Most devices arising from this thesis
are at the preliminary stages of development, but they have bridged the gap between the vocal fold
paralysis problem and a feasible soft robot solution. They point to further simulator development
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towards medical teaching platforms, and the development of self-driven, biocompatible and
durable actuators for vocal fold paralysis.
8.2 Rigid robots vs Soft Robots
Rigid robots are made of rigid materials with fixed mechanical properties wheres soft robots are
made from soft or smart materials such as soft polymers, shape memory alloys and shape memory
polyners. These structural and material differences generates advantages and disadvantages in
both systems.
In rigid robotics, their stiff structure is highly suited for treatments requiring strong mechan-
ical reinforcement. They have advantages including precision positioning and motion control
using advanced control strategies and sensors, and are able to exert high forces. However rigid
robotics have drawbacks especially when in direct contact with soft tissue. For example, stiff
endoscopic arms could cause pain when navigating in the human body, and because of their
inflexibility, they are unable to access all internal targets.
Soft robots, on the other hand, have soft and flexible structures which possess greater
uncertainty in precision control, but which also are inherently self adaptive and tolerant to the
varibility and confined spaces of the human body. Soft robots can have high impact resistance
because their materials can absorb dynamic shocks. Soft robots can also be manufactured at
low cost and from easily accessible materials. However, the modelling of soft structures can be
challenging, especially for human-robot interaction and inside the complex human body. Finally,
soft robots can be powered by flexible power systems and controlked by stretchable electronics
and sensors.
Both hard and soft robotics have their applications in the field of medical robotics, and have
advanced rapidly through past decades. Some tasks such as surgical robots (e.g the Da Vinci
surgical system) require a high level of precision control and rigid robots are better suited to such
tasks. In contrast, in areas such as stents and implants, soft materials are more commonly used
due to their material and mechanical bio-compatibility. In other areas, such as surgical tools for
minimal invasive surgeries or rehabilitation exoskeletons, where high performance in control
and force are needed but soft materials are also most attractive, more and more research are
looking into combining hard and soft elements.
In this thesis we have explored the characteristics of both hard and soft robotics systems.
Future studies are likely to include combining soft robotics with traditional rigid robotics, where
the respective advantages of both can widen the research scope and increase applications.
8.3 Future Research
In this research we explored a new potential solution to laryngeal disorders, and investigated
simulators and prototype devices using both conventional rigid robotics and soft robotics, explor-
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ing their advantages in different aspects of control and mechanics. Building on this fundamental
piece of work there are a number of future works that can be investigated:
Firstly, all simulators built were made from rigid materials. Further development could
integrate soft materials into the simulators to mimics soft tissue properties. For example, in
Chapter 4: respiratory simulator, it is possible to replace the current solenoid valve with the
soft valve developed in Chapter 5 after completing further characterisation and reliability tests.
Some lung simulators use bellows, artificial lungs or cadaveric lungs, to mimic the complicated
aeroelastic behaviour of human lungs. However, there has been little study into the structure
of upper respiratory system, such as the trachea and vocal folds, despite their vital role in the
breathing.
In addition to adding soft parts in simulators, with the bellows actuator developed in Chapter
6, there is the potential of adding soft sensing into the system. The development of soft sensors
is a growing field with diverse potential solutions. Combining the developing fields of artificial
organs and soft sensing with well-developed mechanical control and modelling could result in
more robust simulators.
Last but not least, more investigation can be carried out to further understand the bistable
balloon concept and building medical implant devices upon it. The system proposed in Chapter 7
utilises a simple two-balloon structure, which are inspired by the wide use of balloon catheters in
the human body. Currently the main challenges for implantable devices revolve around power and
control inside human body, and consequently many researchers have looked into micro pumps to
overcome these challenges. Here we approach these challenges from a different perspetive by
developing a bistable system utilising internal pressures exerted by muscle movement in human
bodies. With further reliability testing and more investigation into manufacturing processes, a











APPENDIX A: RESPIRATORY SIMULATOR 1.0
The respiratory simulator 1.0 was designed and built in order to understand the mechanicsof the muscular fluidic systems and to provide a test rig for device development.This simulator has a larger scale in the larynx area as compared to the actual human respira-
tory system physiology for better visualisation and modification. Consideration of dimensionless
numbers in fluid mechanics such as the Reynolds number can ensure that dynamic similarity is
maintained (discussed later in section A.3). The respirator can readily be modified to have true to
size dimensions and similar properties of the human larynx.
A.1 System Design
Figure A.1 shows the design of the computer controlled respiratory simulator 1.0. As can be
seen from the figure, the respirator has a 450mm computer-controlled Zaber linear actuator
(X-LSQ450B-E01) to model the movement of diaphragm, two 3L pneumatic syringes (KoKo
KRS007) configured in parallel to give 6L total lung capacity, a 3D-printed rigid connector
designed on the shape of trachea, and a vertical placed clear acrylic tube with clamps in the
middle to accommodate future larynx device development. Figure A.1 also presents a top down
schematic diagram showing dimensions of the components, where d1 = 100mm , d2 = 35mm, d3 =
60mm, d4 = 100mm.
The Zaber linear slide has a maximum speed of 280mm/s and is able to hold 75N, which
is more than sufficient to simulate breath. In this configuration the actuator and syringes can
generate flows up to 112L/min, providing the full range of human-like respiratory flow rates. The
pneumatic syringes model lung volumes. The two syringes have a total capacity of 6L, exceeding
the average vital capacity of men(4.6L) and of woman(3.1L). The 3D printed rigid connector is
designed to fit the human bronchi tract shape as can be seen in Figure A.2 (left). The trachea is
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Figure A.1: Respiratory Simulator 1.0.
Technical specification Respiration capabilities
Total volume 6L Vital capacity 0 - 6 L
Actuator force 0 - 80 N Max. flow rate 112 L/min
Actuator speed 0 - 280 mm/s Rate at 4.8L VC 23 breaths/min
Accuracy 45 µm
Table A.1: Technical specification and respiration capabilities of the rig
modelled using two 20cm long clear acrylic tubes, bolted together using flanges. It is designed
in this way so that the larynx device (example shown in Figure A.2 (right), the device will be
introduced in Chapter 6) can be inserted into the ‘trachea‘ very easily as well as can be easily
replaced at different design stages.
Table A.1 summarises the technical specification and the respiration capabilities of the
respiration test rig.
To enable the respirator to be characterised and validated against human respiration data, we
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Figure A.2: Tract and larynx device design. Left: CAD image of the connector design. Right: The
larynx device.
attached two pressure sensors (Honeywell, SSCSNBN015PDAA5) and one flow sensor(Honeywell,
AWM720P1) to the ’trachea’ tube. A SHARP optical displacement sensor (GP2Y0A21YK0F) is
also used to monitor the displacement of the syringe plunges during respiration simulation.
Although the linear slide provides controllable distance travel through its stepper motor drive, it
is better to validate these readings with an external distance sensor in case of motor slip. The
differential pressure sensors have a range of ±15 psi and the flow sensor has a range of 0-200
L/min. Sensor locations were as illustrated in Figure A.1, and sensor data were acquired using
DAQ (National Instruments).
To obtain the pressure readings as accurate as possible, it is best to put the pressure sensor
at the centre of the tube, however this would cause too much flow disturbance. Therefore we
mounted the pressure sensors on the tube wall and measured the pressure from the centre of
the flow using a 5mm diameter tube. We measured pressure with varied tube length (varying Lp
as shown in Figure A.3) to investigate the effect of tube length on pressure drop along the tube.
Results show a pressure drop of around 0.2% when tube length was varied from Lp = 2cm to Lp =
7cm tube and can be neglected.
A.2 Results
Figure A.4 shows the resulting flow output from driving the linear slide forward and backward.
The output registers a symmetrical flow pattern as ‘breath in’ (slide driving backward) and
‘breath out’ (slide driving forward).
Figure A.5 shows the synchronised sensor data. Savitzky–Golay filter was applied to data
because it smoothed data without distorting the general trend. As can be seen from the graph, the
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Figure A.3: Schematic diagram of pressure test
Figure A.4: Simulated symmetrical breathing flow rate.
flow rate is not symmetrical and this is because inhale and exhale flow pattern are not in perfectly
symmetrical in human breathing (shown in the left of Figure 4.4), the control programme was
made to adapt to the real flow characteristics.
Figure A.6 show how relative flow constriction is related to occlusion type. The presence of
six ’occlusion’ discs with aperture diameter D (shown in Figure A.2(Right)) of 10, 20, 30, 40,
60, 80 mm were investigated under different simulated respiration rates stated in Table 4.2. It
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"exhalation" "inhalation" "exhalation" "inhalation"
Figure A.5: The synchronised pressure, flow and displacement data. Solid lines mark the end of
each respiration cycle and dotted lines separate “inhalation“ to “exhalation“.
can be seen clearly that the pressure in the upper airway does not change too much with small
obstructions in the flow. However, it starts to increase rapidly as the diameter decreased to 20
mm and as the flow rate increased to 40 L/min, which indicates that children would experience
more breathing difficulties compare to adults if similar types of tracheal occlusions were to occur
inside the airway.
A.3 Discussion
As can be seen from Figure A.5, the upper (Pressure 1) and lower (Pressure 2) pressure data both
show fluctuations at the beginning and at the end of each “exhalation“ phase. This could be due
to the large Reynolds number caused by large tube diameter.
(A.1) Re = QD
υA
= 0.0003×0.1
1.460×10−5 ×π(0.05)2 = 261.6,
where Re is Reynolds number, Q is the volumetric flow rate (m3/s); D is the hydraulic diameter of
the pipe; A is the pipe’s cross-sectional area (m2); υ is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (m2/s).
The calculated Re in the airflow in this system is 130.8, where Q = 18L/min = 0.0003m3/s, D =
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Figure A.6: Pressure and flow change in upper airway with varied occlusions.
0.1m, theoretical value of the dynamic viscosity of air at sea level,υ= 1.460×10−5 was used [197].
This is significantly lower than the estimated Re in human trachea, which is 1160 [198].
Reynolds number increases as tube diameter decreases, and therefore causes a greater
pressure loss along the tube. This was also the primary reason of choosing a larger than human
sized trachea tube in the system - to reduce pressure loss due to flow turbulence in a small tube.
However, with the existing “trachea“ size, the pressure change detected is very small through
this flow rate. Since the normal breath rate for adults is 12 - 18 breaths per minute, and tidal
volume is about 0.5L, assuming flow rate is constant, the average expiration flow rate would be
12 - 18 L/min, a pressure sensor with smaller measurement range and higher accuracy may be
needed for future tests; or the ‘trachea‘ dimension needs to be modified.
To conclude, results have shown that flow and aperture size has an inverse correlation so
that as aperture size reduces, flow rate increases. This proves the capability of the system for
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simulating breathing, however, the peak flow rate it has produced is lower than the peak cough
rate stated in literature. This is due to the limitation of the flow sensor used in this study, as the
maximum flow rate it can detect is up to 200 L/min. In addition the current upward “trachea“ is












APPENDIX B: THE MECHANICAL MODEL OF THE ARYTENOID
CARTILAGES
In main thesis, we explored the human respiration system and developed a respiratory simulator
to simulate key characteristics such as peak flow rate and peak pressure. In this appendix chapter
we look into the larynx area, to better understand the movement of vocal folds during phonation,
swallowing and coughing.
This chapter is a collaborative work with Krishna Manaswi Digumarti and Alice Hayes. I led
the mechanical design and wrote the main control programme for the mechanical model; KM.D
and I assembled the final mechanical model and carried out tests together; A.H, KM.D and I
analysed the results and discussed the design together.
Main contributions
• Designed and built a mechanical simulator to replicate three degree of freedom move-
ment of the arytenoid cartilage.
B.1 Introduction
In this section we focus on the cartilages that are involved in articulating movement of the
vocal folds and their mechanical motions while doing so. We will then review computational and
mechanical modelling approaches that have been made to model the movement of vocal folds,
before presenting a new model.
As introduced in Chapter 2, the larynx accommodates a total of 6 cartilages, with 3 unpaired
cartilages: epiglottis, thyroid cartilage, cricoid cartilage; and 3 paired cartilages: arytenoid
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Figure B.1: Anterior, posterior and sagittal view of the larynx, showing compositing cartilages
and bones. Figure reproduced from [26].
cartilages, corniculate cartilages and cuneiform cartilages. The movement of vocal folds involves
5 muscles: posterior cricoarytenoid (PCA), lateral cricoarytenoid (LCA), thyroarytenoid (TA),
cricothyroid (CT) and interarytenoid (IA) muscle. An anatomy view of the larynx is shown in
Figure B.1. The arytenoid cartilages are a small pair of pyramid-shaped structures that sits
on top of the cricoid cartilage, to which the vocal folds are attached. As a result the arytenoid
cartilages play an important role in help move the vocal folds enabling tension, relaxation or
approximation [199], which then made phonation possible as well as ventilation, swallowing, and
forced closure manoeuvres such as coughing.
One of the common treatment for unilateral vocal fold pralaysis is through medialisation
thryroplasty, this is sometimes followed by arytenoid adduction to reduce the glottal gap occured
at the posterior vocal fold area. Various researches have attempted to understand the posturing
mechanism by focusing on the motion of arytenoid cartilages around the cricoarytenoid joint (CAJ),
as well as the movement of laryngeal muscles causing these motions. With more understanding
of the mechanics of cartilages and muscles, laryngeal procedures like medialization could be
enhanced.
The arytenoid cartilages are about 17x17x13mm in male and 14x13x12mm in female [200].
Due to its small size and constant movement during vocal fold motions, its articulation mechanism
have not yet been confirmed. Nevertheless computational models of arytenoid cartilages and
the CAJ have been developed and verified against the range and speed of motion in published
vocal fold kinematic data. The movement of arytenoid was thought to be in a 3D dynamic rocking




Figure B.2: The rocking, sliding and rotation motions of the arytenoid cartilages. Figure repro-
duced from [7].
motion derived from 3D rotation analysis [202] and this was further implemented by Titze et
al. [203]. Hunter et al. integrated the effect of passive connecting tissues to the existing muscle
models to simulate the adduction and abduction of the arytenoid cartilage [204]. Educational
computer model has also been implemented to by reconstructing scans of cadavar cartilages by
microcomputed tomographic and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners [205].
Anatomical models have also been developed utilising MRI scans to obtain physiological
values and create surface mesh for laryngeal structures [202]. Computerised tomography has
also been used to analyse the vertical motion of arytenoid cartlages in pateints [206].
Though advanced computing models have been extensively implemented to model the artic-
ulation of arytenoid cartilages and have taken into account material properties, fluid dynamic,
tissue composition as well as mechanical forces in muscles and connecting soft tissues, very few
mechanical models have been developed. Therefore in order to better visualise the vocal folds and
verify the existing theory of the motion of the arytenoid cartilages, we aim to build a mechanical
model base on the theory of 3 degree of motion (DOF) of the aryteoid cartlage. This includes
movement in 3 DOF as shown in Figure B.2: sliding of the arytenoid along its longitudinal axis,
rocking of the arytenoid cartilage during vocal fold abduction and adduction and the rotation of
the arytenoid for vocalization, and expiration [7].
B.2 MRI scan
Although structures of the arytenoids have been successfull identified through MRI scan, cadaver
larynges were used and therefore the motion of them were not captured. Hence prior to build the
mechanical model of arytenoid, we attempted to visualise the motion of aryenoids cartilage by
using a high resolution MRI scan with healthy subject. One healthy male subject participated in
this experiment under University of Bristol ethics 47961. The participant was asked to breath
as usual. A total number of 14 images were produced in the anterior plane using T2-weighted
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Figure B.3: A sample MRI scan from subject.
scans. A sample scan is shown in Figure B.3. As can be seen from the image, the outline of the
arytenoid could be differenciated, however from the resultant images we were not able to identify
the movement sequence of the cartilage.
It was said that these high resolution scans could give us the “quasi-static“position of the
arytenoids, position which could be used to localise them on a subsequent dynamic scan. However,
during a dynamic scan the arytenoids would probably move hence we would either have to
hold the position there or wait for the arytenoids to come back to the same position or to take
a scan at a certain height, then do the movement and take another scan above or below. We
therefore implement the mechanical model based on the articulation theory used by Stork et al.
as mentioned in last section as the solution was not feasible.
B.3 Mechanical design
In this mechanical simulator of the arytenoid cartilage, we aim to model the 3 DOF of the move-
ment highlighted by literature. We approached the problem by firstly manufacture a laryngeal
cartilage framework for anatomically accurate geometry. This was done by utilising 3D print-
ing with anatomical models produced by Database Center for Life Science (DBCLS) [207]. The
cartilages were printed 4 times larger than their original sizes for easier visualisation. Thyroid,
crycoid, and arytenoid cartilages were printed and assembled, as shown in Figure B.4. Only one
side of the arytenoids was to be articulated to mimic the case of vocal fold paralysis. To create 3
DOF motion of the arytenoid, we used a gear and motor system, as shown in Figure B.5. Two
block of aluminium frame were used to house two compartments of this driving design. They
were assembled and positioned along the axis of motion marked in Figure B.4.
The compartment that is further away from the arytenoid composed of one Nema 17 stepper











Figure B.4: The anterior view of the mechanical model.
Men (mean ± SD) Women (mean ± SD)
Rocking angle (left, degree) 38.7 ± 6.2 35.2 ± 5.6
Rocking angle (right, degree) 37.2 ± 7.3 32.2 ±5.9
Rotation angle (left, degree) 51.4 ± 8.2 51.7 ± 9.5
Rotation angle (right, degree) 50.5 ± 7.9 52.9 ± 9.1
Sliding distance (left, mm) 5.8 ± 1.8 4.7 ± 1.5
Sliding distance (right, mm) 5.5 ± 1.4 4.7 ± 1.5
Table B.1: Anatomical values of the arytenoid movement [7].
This compartment provide the rocking motion.
The compartment that sits closer to the arytenoid provide sliding and rotation. This was done
by using worm gears (HPC). A hole was made at the centre of the 3D printed arytenoid cartilage
and through which a 3mm rod was used to secure the arytenoid onto a worm wheel, which then
sits on a small linear slide. Two worm gears were placed at either sides, driven by Nema 8 stepper
motors. The sliding motion was achived by moving both worm gears towards the same direction
and the rotation motion was achieved by moving them towards an opposite direction.
Movements at rocking, sliding and rotation were pre-programmed according to literature,
shown in Table B.1. The mean physiological values for men were used and timed by 4 in simula-
tion, to match the enlargement of the mechanical model.
B.4 Results
Two demonstrator “vocal cord ligaments” made from elastic bands were attached to the interior
of the thyroid for the motion tests of arytenoid.
Figure B.6 shows the resultant movement created utilising the developed mechanical model.
A and B show the rocking motion, C and D show the rotation motion, E and F show the sliding
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Figure B.5: The side view of the mechanical model.
motion. The three motions are all illustrated in Figure B.6 at their largest displacement/angle.
As can be seen, the sliding of the arytenoid cartilage caused less stretching of the on ligaments
compared to rocking and rotation. This could be due to the nature of the cricoarytenoid joint that
have made the displacement more difficult along the sliding axes, as shown in Table B.1.
B.5 Discussion and further development
In this mechanical model we aim to demonstrate and visualise the 3 DOF of the arytenoid
cartilages and in results we tested the 3 motions separately, isolated from the influences from
other motions. It should be note that in human larynx, the three motions are always coupled
together to achieve optimal articulation for phonation. Also in this model, only the movement of
the arytenoid cartilages was considered. Although anatomical correct displacement and angle
was used to control the end position of vocal fold ligaments, no force feedback could be gained
from this model as muscles that aid articulation were not considered. The limitations of this
mechanical simulator could be improved by adding soft materials that model the properties of
natural tissue on to the existing cartilage framework component. Further development could also
consider miniaturising the rig to a life scale to size as part of its use as a teaching tool.
Although 3D printed laryngeal cartilages are not as anatomically accurate and do not assem-
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Figure B.6: Three DOF movement of the arytenoid cartilage.
ble tissue properties of a human larynx compared to cadaver larynges, they were chosen over
cadaver cartilages for several reasons. First of all, they are easy to assemble for tests. Cadaver
larynges will need to be placed under warm water circulation to create a life-like environment
for modelling and this is not suitable for this first-stage mechanical simulator development.
Secondly, 3D printed cartilages allow the enlargement of dimensions and therefore enable better
visualisation and fast prototyping. Last but not least, they are safer, easier to maintain and at a
lower cost, which could provide a platform for research, teaching and medical education.
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B.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we designed and built a mechanical simulator to model the complex movement
of the arytenoid cartilage based on the widely implemented theory that it moves with 3 DOF:
sliding, rocking and rotation. Results showed promise towards recreating the deformation of
vocal folds ligament in maximal cases. However, this mechanical simulator is completely rigid
and did not consider the involvement of laryngeal muscles or the structure of vocal folds. This
limitation could be resolved by introducing soft material into the model.
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